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Appendix One 
Classification of Financial Market activity: An explanation of Fabozzi et al's (2002) summary 
classification of the Financial Markets. 
The first two classifications are the 'nature' and 'maturity' of financial claims. That is the underlying financial 
asset class ie foreign exchange, commodity, interest rate, credit/debt or equity, and whether it is a transaction 
that has a short or long term application ie the maturity of money market transactions are often defined as being 
within one year of their execution while capital markets transactions are for periods of greater than one year from 
their date of execution. 
In terms of the second two classifications, 'delivery' and 'organisational structure'; the underlying traded markets 
for foreign exchange, commodities, interest rates, credit/debt and equity allow market participants to trade for 
immediate exchange in the 'spot' markets, or to fix prices for future delivery in the 'forward' markets; and, trading 
may take place by auction, directly with another party or through an intermediary such as an exchange or broker. 
The 'underlying' markets classification differentiates between trading activity in 'cash markets' and 'derivative' 
product markets. Cash markets refer to transactions which involve the delivery of the asset being traded, while 
derivative product markets use independently determined prices or indexes to allow the trading and hedging of 
risk that does not require delivery of the underlying asset. 
Fabozzi et al's (2002) final classification of the financial markets is between the 'primary' and 'secondary' 
markets. Primary market activity involves the distribution to investors of newly issued debt or equity securities by 
supranational, government, quasi government, financial institution and corporate participants in the financial 




Investment banks and commercial banks 
Augar's bank typology (2002) is noted below as this was relevant during the course of the research undertaken 
for this thesis although the 2008 Financial Crises has rewritten the competitive landscape (Mullin, 2008. The 
Economist, 2008e). 
merchant banking, traditionally describes the activities of institutions in the UK market that carry out a 
variety of financial services, including the: acceptance of bills of exchange, the issue and placing of loans and 
securities, portfolio and unit trust management, foreign exchange dealing and some banking services. 
Merchant banks advise companies on mergers and other financial matters. The term 'merchant banks' is 
now giving way to 'investment banks' as their activities are absorbed into large global concerns; 
investment banks, are financial intermediaries that advise corporates, governments and investors on 
financial transactions including the issue and trading of securities. 'Corporate finance' is another term given 
to the provision of advice regarding strategic matters and the associated impact on financing requirements; 
finally 
commercial banks, are privately owned banks otherwise known as clearing banks in the UK, national and 
state banks as well as joint-stock banks in the US and credit banks in Western Europe. They are defined by 
Fabozzi et al (2002) as financial institutions that accept deposits and then may use the proceeds of those 




• League tables that show the debt and equity underwriting market positions of all major market participants 
and league tables that show the market rankings for merger and acquisition activity, League Table 1.1 to 
League Table 1.8; 
• Tables that show asset size, market capitalisation and credit ratings for major financial institutions. League 
Table 2.1 and League Table 2.2; and 
• Tables that show underwriting, trading and advisory rankings. League Table 3.1 to League Table 3.3 
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League Table 1.1: International Bond Underwriting 
(source: Bloomberg 17 April 2003) 
2003* 2002 2001 2000 1999 
1 Citigroup 1 1 1 3 4 
2 Deutsche Bank 2 2 2 2 3 
3 Morgan Stanley 3 4 5 4 2 
4 JP Morgan 4 3 3 6 9** 
5 C S F B 5 5 6 8 7 
6 Merrill Lynch 6 7 4 1 1 
7 Barclays Capital 7 10 10 11 13 
8 UBS Warburg 8 8 7 5 5 
9 Goldman Sachs 9 9 8 7 6 
10 Lehman Brothers 10 6 9 10 11 
11 ABN Amro 11 12 11 9 10 
12 HSBC 12 11 14 13 17 
13 BNP Paribas 13 14 13 14 12 
14 Dresdner KW 14 13 12 90 123 
15 Nomura Securities 15 16 18 17 19 
16 RBS 16 25 27 30 29 
17 CA Indosuez 17 20 24 24 32 
18 Bear Stearns 18 19 17 19 16 
S G 19 18 20 22 22 
Hypovereinsbank 20 15 15 16 15 
Bank of America - 17 16 21 -
CDC IXIS - 21 23 18 18 
Landesbank Baden-W 21 22 22 - -
West LB 22 23 21 - -
Norddeustche LB GZ 23 - - - -
DG Bank - - - 20 21 
ING Group - - - 23 -
RBC Dominion - - - - 23 
*Year to 17 April 2003 
** JP Morgan = 9, Chase (Manhattan Bank = 20. f^erged in 2000 
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League Table 1.2: Global Equity & Equity Linked Underwriting 
(source: Bloomberg 17 April 2003) 
2003* 2002 2001 2000 1999 
1 Morgan Stanley 1 4 4 2 2 
2 Goldman Sachs 2 1 1 1 1 
3 Merrill Lynch 3 3 2 3 2 
4 Citigroup 4 2 3 5 5 
5 JP Morgan 5 9 9 7 10** 
6 Nomura Securities 6 10 12 13 12 
7 UBS Warburg 7 7 6 9 8 
8 C S F B 8 5 5 4 4 
9 Daiwa Securities 9 18 15 16 19 
10 Lehman Brothers 10 8 7 10 14 
11 CIBC 11 13 16 21 17 
12 Deutsche Bank 12 6 8 6 6 
13 ABN Amro 13 11 11 8 7 
14 BNP Paribas 14 25 26 24 22 
15 Bank of America 15 14 13 14 20 
16 Scotia Capital 16 16 32 61 37 
17 Bear Stearns 17 17 20 18 13 
18 RBC Capital Markets 18 15 19 - -
Bank of China 19 _ _ _ -
HSBC 20 22 - - -
Cazenove & Co 21 12 21 - 23 
Sinopac Securities Corp 22 - - - -
Friedman Billings Ramsey 23 21 23 - -
Macquarie Bank - 19 - - -
Credit Lyonnais - 23 - - -
S G - 20 10 17 -
Dresdner KW - 17 17 11 18 
Banca IMI - - 18 - -
J B Were - - 22 - -
Fleet Boston - - - 12 15 
China International Corp - - - 15 -
ING Group - - - 19 21 
Carnegie - - - 20 -
Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken - - - 22 -
Banco Santander Central Hispano - - - 23 -
DLJ - - - -
Mediobanca - - - - 11 
*Year to 17 April 2003 
** JP Morgan = 10, Chase Manhattan Bank = 16. Merged since 2000 
*** Merged with CSFB since 1999 
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League Table 1.3: Financial Deal Adv isors , M&A Deals , Europe 
(source: Bloomberg 25 April 2003) 
2003* 2002 2001 2000 1999 
1 Goldman Sachs & Co 1 2 1 1 1 
2 Morgan Stanley 2 1 3 2 2 
3 Lazard L L C 3 9 11 4 9 
4 Invercaina Valores SVB 4 - - - -
5 Fortis Bank 5 52 29 38 23 
6 Merrill Lynch 6 3 4 7 3 
7 JP Morgan 7 4 6 6 4 
8 Deutsche Bank 8 8 7 14 7 
9 Citigroup** 9 6 10 37 33 
10 Rothschild 10 5 9 6 11 
11 Lehman Brothers 11 11 12 13 12 
12 C S F B 12 7 6 3 6 
13 UBS Warburg 13 10 2 5 5 
14 Greenhill & Co 14 31 18 20 16 
15 Drueker & Co 15 116 48 - -
16 Carnegie 16 21 35 36 35 
17 ABN Amro 17 15 16 11 20 
18 Mediobanca 18 19 34 24 15 
19 HSBC 19 13 25 15 17 
20 BNP Paribas 20 12 14 31 13 
21 Gresham Partners 21 174 22 - -
22 Capitalitalia 22 86 - - -
23 ABG Sundal Collier Assoc 23 208 77 74 -
24 Den Norske Bank 24 48 115 83 123 
25 Fox Pitt Kelton 25 45 71 33 53 
26 Price WaterhouseCoopers 26 27 31 - 34 
27 Skandinaviska Enskilda 27 40 24 30 31 
28 Communications Equity 28 - 82 58 -
29 Dresdner KW 29 14 5 9 10 
30 CB Richard Ellis 30 - 189 121 106 
* Year to 25th April 2003 
** Merged with Salomon Smith Barney from 2001 
2003 YTD Ave. Deal Vol. 2,929.22* 
2002 Ave. Deal Vol. 5,158.38 
2001 Ave. Deal Vol. 5,070.62 
2000 Ave. Deal Vol. 13,029.55 
1999 Ave. Deal Vol. 22,951.47 
Ave. Deal No. 4.47 Ave. Rank** 25/26 
Ave. Deal No. 9.93 Ave. Rank 29/30 
Ave. Deal No. 9.53 Ave. Rank 39/40 
Ave. Deal No. 12.42 Ave. Rank 23/24 
Ave. Deal No. 13.14 Ave. Rank 7/8 
* (in USD million) 
** Rankings with deal volumes that fall either side of the Ave. Deal Vol. 
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League Table 1.4: F inancia l Deal Adv isors , M&A Deals , Europe 
(source: Bloomberg 25 April 2003) 
M&A firms in the years deal 'Top 30' for 1999 to 2003 YTD 
2003* 2002 2001 2000 1999 
Credit Agricole Indosuez - 16 50 - 14 
Cazenove & Co 33 17 17 12 51 
Keefe Bruyette & Woods - 18 - 69 -
Rhotayn Assoc - 20 - - -
Bank of America - 22 54 50 71 
ING Group 32 23 26 17 21 
Societe Generate - 24 13 18 22 
Mandatum Bank - 25 94 155 60 
KPMG 35 26 32 19 -
IBI Corporate Finance - 28 194 - 75 
Deloitte Touch Thomatsu - 29 20 46 64 
Rhone Group - 30 - - -
Sal Openhelm - 39 15 48 52 
Gleacher - 131 18 - 96 
Aurther Anderson - - 19 25 81 
Mizuho Financial - 100 23 - -
Nordea 62 38 27 28 105 
Ernst & Young - 63 28 82 84 
Nomura Securities 52 34 30 51 93 
Bear Stearns 40 53 33 16 24 
West LB 68 65 39 32 40 
Salomon Smith Barney** - - 10 8 
Dresdner KB*** - - - 61 67 
Noble Grossart 41 125 100 - 18 
Banca IMI - 37 75 167 19 
* Year to 25th April 2003 
** Merged with Citigroup from 2001 
" * Merged with Wasserstein from 2001 
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League Table 1.5: Financial Deal Adv isors , M&A Deals, Europe 
(source: Bloomberg 25 April 2003) 
Institutions ranked for Debt and/or Eauitv Underwritinq but NOT ranked for European M&A 1999 
to 2003 YTD 
2003* 2002 2001 2000 1999 
Banco Santander Central 39 42 42 27 17 
RBC Capital Markets 48 41 79 - 25 
Hypovereinsbank 66 - 68 - -
CIBC - 32 - - 46 
BMO Nesbitt Burns - - 70 - -
US Bancorp - - 84 23 72 
Scotia Capital - - 90 66 63 
Wachovia - - 181 206 -
TD Securities - - - 29 -
FleetBoston - - - 136 57 
Caboto** - - - - 43 
Morgan Keegan & Co - - - - 119 
Barclays Capital - - - - -
R B S 
* Year to 25th April 2003 
** Merged with Bank Intesa from 2000 
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League Table 1.6: Financial Deal Adv isors , M&A Deals, U S 
(source: Bloomberg 25 April 2003) 
2003* 2002 2001 2000 1999 
1 Merrill Lynch 1 7 3 5 2 
2 Goldman Sachs 2 1 1 2 1 
3 JP Morgan 3 8 5 6 5 
4 Morgan Stanley 4 5 2 1 3 
5 Deutsche Bank 5 11 7 14 11 
6 C S F B 6 2 4 3 4 
7 Citigroup** 7 3 6 56 24 
8 Lehman Brothers 8 9 8 7 7 
9 Lazard 9 4 11 10 9 
10 Bear Stearns 10 6 12 12 6 
11 Rothschild 11 17 17 17 19 
12 Greenhill & Co 12 34 16 25 14 
13 Drueker & Co 13 - - - -
14 UBS Warburg 14 10 10 8 12 
15 William Blair & Co 15 73 33 73 39 
16 Keefe Bruyette & Woods 16 15 - 38 29 
17 Bank of America 17 12 14 11 21 
18 Dresdner KW 18 18 13 9 10 
19 ABN Amro 19 19 - 19 22 
20 Morgan Keegan & Co 20 84 73 46 116 
21 Macquarie Bank 21 60 - 61 73 
22 Nomura Securities 22 36 99 45 -
23 Societe Generale 23 46 - 28 27 
24 TD Securities 24 54 31 71 40 
25 Sandler O'Neill 25 32 22 41 44 
26 RBC Capital Markets 26 38 - 36 23 
27 BMO Nesbitt Burns 27 25 18 48 42 
28 Stephens Inc 28 14 - 33 70 
29 CIBC 29 20 15 15 17 
30 HSBC 30 13 39 37 51 
* Year to 25th April 2003 
** Merged with Salomon Smith Barney from 2001 
2003 YTD Ave. Deal Vol. 2,223.44* Ave. Deal No. 4.97 Ave. Rank** 17/18 
2002 Ave. Deal Vol. 4,481.07 Ave. Deal No. 8.62 Ave. Rank 26/27 
2001 Ave. Deal Vol. 8,004.74 Ave. Deal No. 9.20 Ave. Rank 18/19 
2000 Ave. Deal Vol. 12,615.11 Ave. Deal No. 12.39 Ave. Rank 9/10 
1999 Ave. Deal Vol. 15,274.04 Ave. Deal No. 14.02 Ave. Rank 9/10 
* (in USD million) 
** Rankings with deal volumes that fall either side of the Ave. Deal Vol. 
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League Table 1.7: Financial Deal Adv isors , M&A Deals, U S 
(source: Bloomberg 25 April 2003) 
M&A firms in the years deal 'Top 30' for 1999 to 2003 YTD 
2003* 2002 2001 2000 1999 
Rohatyn Assoc - 16 - - -
BNP Paribas 49 21 - 53 46 
Deloitte Touche 64 22 32 138 149 
ING Group 31 23 118 26 28 
Houlihan Lokey Howard and Zukin 37 24 - 54 47 
Rhone Capital Group - 26 47 - 87 
IBI Corporate Finance - 27 - - -
Merrion Stockbrokers - 28 - - -
Allen & Co 110 29 - 39 13 
KPMG 54 30 29 31 26 
Quadrangle Group - - 9 - -
Robertson Stephens - - 19 20 32 
National Bank Financial 81 - 20 - 186 
Broadview International 39 - 21 16 25 
Scotia Capital - 64 23 87 66 
Aurther Anderson - 107 24 89 146 
Pricewaterhouse Coopers - 42 25 40 34 
Wachovai 52 - 26 50 58 
Waller Capital 42 - 27 83 41 
Sonnenschein Nath & Posenthal - - 28 - -
RBC Dain Rauscher 46 - 30 55 48 
Salomon Smith Barney* - - - 4 6 
Thomas Weisal & Ptrs 44 - - 13 35 
Blackstone Group - 59 - 18 33 
US Bankcorp 38 56 - 21 37 
Simmons First National - 128 134 22 74 
Cazenove - 94 159 23 77 
Evercore Ptrs - - 116 24 16 
Gleacher Ptrs - 49 38 27 91 
Putnam Lovell Sees - 69 54 29 55 
Prudential Sees - - 155 30 30 
FleetBoston - 186 - 146 15 
Skandineviska Enskilda 41 67 52 137 19 
Daniels & Assoc 96 68 - 32 20 
* Year to 25th April 2003 
Merged with Citigroup from 2001 
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League Table 1.8: Financial Deal Adv isors , M&A Deals, U S 
(source: Bloomberg 25 April 2003) 
Institutions ranked for Debt and/or Eauitv Underwritinq and also those ranked for European 
M&A but NOT ranked in the 'Top 30' for US M&A 1999 to 2003 YTD 
2003* 2002 2001 2000 1999 
Mediobanca 38 - - - -
CA Indosuez 77 43 - - -
Nordea - 50 - - -
Daiwa Securities - 66 - - -
La Salle Bank - - - - 110 
Countrywide Securities - - - - -
Banco Santander Central - - - - 163 
Carnegie - 35 45 116 69 
Gresham Partners - - - - -
Fox Pitt Kelton - - 114 100 53 
Barclays Capital - - - - -
Bank One - - - - -
CDC IXIS - - - - -
Hypovereinsbank - - - - -
RBS 
* Year to 25th April 2003 
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League Table 2.1: B a n k s Ranked by Total A s s e t s over U S D 150 billion 
(source: Euromoney J u n e 2002) 
(USD millions) 
Bank Country Total Market Moody's 
Assets Cap* Rating 
1 Mizuho Japan 1,286,529 6,151 A3 
2 Citigroup US 1,051,450 200,772 Aal 
3 SMBC Japan 957,695 472 A3 
4 Deutsche Bank Germany 813,361 24,244 Aa3 
5 UBS Swiss 749,045 55,114 Aa3 
6 BNP Paribas France 731,047 32,976 Aa2 
7 BoTM Japan 721,577 21,410 A2 
8 UFJ Japan 720,984 4,315 A3 
9 JP Morgan Chase US 693,575 59,438 Aa2 
10 HSBC UK 695,877 118,483 Aa2 
11 Hypovereinsbank German 645,013 5,678 Aa3 
12 Bank of America US 621,764 111,910 Aal 
13 C S F B Swiss 611,115 28,465 Aa2 
14 Morgan Stanley US 553,924 48,721 N/A 
15 RBS UK 535,287 74,683 Aal 
16 ABN Amro Netherlands 529,144 20,479 Aa2 
17 ICBC China 524,194 N/A Baa 
18 Barclays UK 517,676 44,470 Aal 
19 Credit Agricole France 498,961 14,253 Aal 
20 Norinchukin Japan 483,309 N/A Al 
21 Societe Generale France 453,972 21,393 Aa3 
22 HBoS UK 453,267 44,154 Aa2 
23 Dresdner Germany 448,820 21,507 Aa2 
24 Commerzbank Germany 444,062 4,156 A l 
25 Bank of China China 406,118 1,355 Baaa 
26 ING Group Netherlands 392,725 25,199 Aa2 
27 West LB Germany 376,678 N/A Aal 
28 Lloyds TSB UK 343,336 36,903 Aaa 
29 Merrill Lynch US 439.426 38,312 N/A 
30 Fortls Belgium 334,827 17,087 Aa3 
31 Wachovia US 330,452 52,001 Aa3 
32 Goldman Sachs US 327,238 37,199 N/A 
33 DZ Bank Germany 322,963 N/A A2 
34 Rabobank Netherlands 322,094 N/A Aaaa 
35 Santander Central Spain 317,239 30,004 Aa3 
36 Abbey National UK 311,936 10,113 Aa2 
37 Dexia Belgium 311,230 10,816 Aal 
38 Wells Fargo US 307,569 80,965 Aal 
39 China Construction China 305,871 N/A Baa 
40 Groupe Caisses d'Epargne France 305,651 N/A Aa2 
N/A- Not available 
* as at 4'^  May 2003 
Ranked banks from Appendix One noted in 'bold' 
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League Table 2.1 cont 'd: B a n k s Ranked by Total A s s e t s over USD 150 billion 
(source: Euromoney J u n e 2002) 
(USD millions) 
Bank Country Total Market Moody's 
Assets Cap* Rating 
41 Bayrische Landesbank Germany 288,616 N/A Aaa 
42 Intesa BCI Italy 278,936 13,739 A1 
43 Landesbank Baden-W Germany 275,535 N/A Aaa 
44 Group Credit Mutual France 274,092 N/A A1 
45 Banco Bilbao Spain 273,935 24,780 Aa2 
46 Bank One US 268,954 41,603 Aa2 
47 Lehman Brothers US 265,213 15,713 N/A 
48 Agricultural Bank China 263,971 N/A Baa 
49 Washington Mutual US 242,506 37,380 A2 
50 RBC Canada 227,618 29,975 Aa2 
51 Nordea Group Sweden 213,964 15,588 Aa3 
52 CDC IXIS France 204,824 N/A Aaa 
53 FleetBoston US 203,638 28,374 Aa3 
54 KBC Belgium 202,030 N/A Aa3 
55 Shinkin Central Bank Japan 193,102 1,219 A1 
56 Bangesellschaft Berlin Germany 192,847 1,334 A2 
57 National Australia Bank Australia 184,591 3,028 Aa3 
58 UniCredito Italiano Italy 184,590 21,938 AA3 
59 Danske Bank Denmark 182,506 13,606 Aa2 
60 Toronto Dominion Canada 182,367 15,635 Aa3 
61 CIBC Canada 181,136 11,861 Aa3 
62 Bank of Nova Scotia Canada 180,205 19,716 Aa3 
63 Credit Lyonnais France 179,255 2,577 A1 
64 Nordesdeustche LB Germany 177,032 N/A Aa l 
65 Groupe Banques Populaires France 171,498 N/A Aa3 
66 US Bankcorp US 171,390 N/A Aa3 
67 Bank of Montreal Canada 151,684 13,954 Aa3 
68 San Paolo IMI Italy 151,016 12,171 Aa3 
69 Mitsubishi Trust Japan 150,046 1,575 A3 
70 DePfa Germany 147,310 1,575 Aa3 
N/A - Not available 
* as at 4 " May 2003 
Ranked banks from Appendix One noted in 'bold' 
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League Table 2.2: Institutions Ranked** in Underwriting Tab les with Total A s s e t s less 
than U S D 150 billion or market c a p s l e s s than USD 10 billion (source: Euromoney J u n e 
2002) 
Bank Country Total Market Moody's 
Assets Cap* Rating 
AG Edwards & Sons US N/A N/A N/A 
Bear Stearns US 185,627 9,958 N/A 
Cazenove & Co UK N/A N/A N/A 
DG Bank Germany 72,078 N/A Aaa 
FTN Financial US N/A N/A N/A 
Jeffries & Co US N/A N/A N/A 
Landesbank NRW Germany N/A N/A N/A 
La Salle Bank US N/A N/A N/A 
Morgan Keegan US N/A N/A N/A 
Needham & Co US N/A N/A N/A 
Nomura Securities Japan 135,727 20,229 N/A 
Thomas Weisel & Ptrs US N/A N/A N/A 
William Blair & Co US N/A N/A N/A 
N/A - Not available 
* as at 4"" May 2003 
** top 20 performer 
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League Table 3.1: Institutions Ranked for Underwriting 
(source: Euromoney January 2003) 
institution '02 Country Overall Bonds MTN's E C P Equity 
Weighting 100.00 100.00 25.00 25.00 100.00 
1 Citigroup 2 US 100.0 74,41 3.47 10.42 57.93 
2 Deutsche Bank 1 Germany 77.42 55.63 9.56 11.25 76.84 
3 UBS 7 Switzerland 81.72 47.46 3.38 5.83 66.54 
4 Goldman Sachs 4 US 65.59 25.06 2.99 12.50 76.16 
5 Merrill Lynch 3 US 52.69 50.37 8.79 2.08 55.00 
6 JP iVIorgan Chase 6 US 49.46 45.17 2.31 5.00 26.97 
7 MSDW 5 US 37.63 36.88 6.15 0.00 43.58 
8 C S F B 8 Switzerland 29.03 35.55 0.77 1.67 39.92 
9 Barclays Capital 9 UK 32.26 26.03 1.32 11.25 13.37 
10 ABN Amro 10 Netherlands 26.88 16.95 1.78 4.17 28.17 
11 HSBC 15 UK 33.33 18.69 1.57 0.00 12.83 
12 Lehman Brothers 11 US 22.58 15.27 7.15 0.00 13.96 
13 BNP Paribas 12 France 24.73 17.66 1.78 0.00 6.56 
14 Societe Generale 17 France 15.05 11.26 0.00 0.00 22.28 
15 Nomura Securities 13 Japan 9.68 19.48 0.11 2.50 12.47 
16 Mizuho 16 Japan 7.53 14.98 0.07 0.00 1.74 
17 OA Indosuez - France 7.53 2.12 0.08 0.00 9.12 
18 Nordea 19 Finland 7.53 2.21 0.00 0.42 7.44 
19 San Paulo IMI - Italy 6.45 3.36 0.33 0.00 6.67 
20 Dresdner KW 14 Germany 5.38 7.54 0.30 0.00 1.72 
21 R B S 18 UK 2.15 4.85 0.23 2.50 5.08 
22 Daiwa - Japan 4.30 7,85 0.08 0.00 2.42 
23 UniCredito Italiano - Italy 6.45 4.38 0.08 0.00 2.07 
24 Cazenove & Co - UK 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.40 
From Euromoneys Dealogic databases 
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League Table 3.2: Institutions Ranked for Trading 
(source: Euromoney January 2003) 
Institution '02 Country IWTN's E C P FX 
Weighting 25.00 25.00 50.00 
1 Citigroup 1 US 21.28 16.70 50.00 
2 UBS 6 Switzerland 12.21 7.71 49.06 
3 Deutsche Bank 2 Germany 12.50 12.50 43.82 
4 Goldman Sachs 4 US 7.79 17.02 29.95 
5 JP IVIorgan Chase 3 US 9.73 14.24 26.23 
6 C S F B 5 Switzerland 5.80 6.99 20.68 
7 IMSDW 8 US 11.27 3.13 16.56 
8 Barclays Capital 7 UK 6.67 12.46 11.68 
9 ABN Amro 15 Netherlands 4.20 1.86 15.22 
10 Merrill Lynch 12 US 8.25 7.18 4.92 
11 Lehman Brothers 16 US 6.10 5.79 5.15 
12 HSBC 11 UK 4.57 0.00 10.61 
13 BNPParibas 14 France 5.09 0.00 9.00 
14 Bank of America 9 US 1.11 1.79 10.97 
15 RBS 13 UK 0.78 1.60 10.30 
16 DresdnerKW - Germany 1.62 0.80 10.03 
16 S - E Banken - Sweden 0.09 0.00 12.35 
18 RBC - Canada 0.55 0.00 9.36 
19 Nordea - Finland 0.00 0.00 7.34 
20 Nomura Securities - Japan 6.54 0.76 0.00 
21 Bank One - US 0.66 0.00 6.54 
22 Svenska Handelsbanken - Sweden 0.00 0.00 6.40 
23 State Street 10 US 0.00 0.00 5.86 
24 TDBank 20 Canada 0.23 0.00 5.51 
25 INGBank - Netherlands 0.21 2.13 3.09 
From Euromoney's Dealogic databases and market surveys 
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League Table 3.3: Institutions Ranked for Advisory 
(source: Euromoney January 2003) 
Institution '02 Country FX Risk Credit M&A 
Weighting 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 
1 Citigroup 2 US 74.58 55.74 53.98 55.18 
2 JP IVIorgan Chase 4 US 39.72 69.83 3.73 54.78 
3 Goldman Sachs 3 u s 37.45 32.47 75.77 74.61 
4 UBS 8 Switzerland 62.93 71.25 52,78 30.68 
5 Deutsche Bank 1 Germany 48.68 33.72 75.83 25.32 
6 IVIerrill Lynch 6 US 5.38 17.13 78.85 49.55 
7 IVISDW 5 US 15.42 11.44 67.52 53.15 
8 C S F B 7 Switzerland 21.11 14.76 67.79 38.27 
9 Lehman Brothers 9 US 4.92 2.94 46.02 27.48 
10 BNP Paribas 11 France 9.57 1 3.77 49.66 5.87 
11 Barclays Capita! 12 UK 6.36 22.82 34.93 0.00 
12 DresdnerKW 10 German 16.50 3.09 36.03 7.34 
13 HSBC 13 UK 24.12 19.16 14.50 3.75 
14 ABN Amro 14 Netherlands 18.24 15.92 19.00 6.44 
15 Bear Stearns 15 US 0.29 0.00 28.40 24.72 
16 Bank of America 19 US 16.89 6.35 9.30 6.50 
17 Lazard 16 UK 0.00 0.00 0.00 36.12 
18 Societe Generate 16 France 5.75 10.98 13.99 3.07 
19 INGBank - Netherlands 1.44 0.92 19.76 4.18 
20 RBS - UK 7.05 7.28 10.25 0.00 
21 Rothschild 18 UK 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.45 
22 Commerzbank - Germany 8.50 0.00 9.61 0.30 
23 CA Indosuez - France 2.64 8.05 0.00 1.59 
24 CIBC - Canada 2.74 0.00 3.09 5.96 
25 Standard Chartered - UK 5.13 5.09 0.00 0.00 
From Euromoney's mar/cef surveys 
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Appendix Four 
Financial markets sector activity 
In the UK the importance of financial markets activity is documented by the Department of Trade and Industry 
(2005) who stated that the UK has the world's largest share in the 
- metals market, 95%; 
- Eurobond market, 70%; 
- foreign equity market, 58%; and, 
- derivative product market, 36%. 
The Department and Trade and Industry's website also noted that apart from a substantial domestic market in 
equities and bonds the UK is a major international centre for trading in the Euromarket. More foreign companies 
are traded on the London Stock Exchange than on any other exchange, with 475 companies listed at the end of 
2000, and turnover in these companies in London represented 48% of global turnover in foreign equities in the 
same year. Finally, they stated that, at 36%, London had the world's largest share of the OTC, over-the-counter 
ie non exchange traded, derivatives market with a turnover of US$ 275 billion in 2000 and that the UK captured 
31 .1% of the global foreign exchange market with a daily turnover of US$ 504 billion. 
America's wider financial-services industry is equally significant accounting for 40% of the country's corporate 
profits in 2007, up from a mere 10% in the early 1980s, and according to McKinsey the profits posted by all 
American banks in 2006 were larger than the profits of the global retailing, pharmaceutical and automotive sectors 




• Study One: Semi structured interviews 
• Study Two: Structured interviews 
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s tudy One: Semi-s t ructured interviews 
Q u e s t i o n s for sen ior human resource pro fess iona ls in the capital markets and investment 
banking sector . 
(1) What do you believe the current organisational influence of human resource management is on 
strategy ? 
(2) What do you believe the current organisational influence of human resource management is on 
recruitment and selection ? 
(3) What do you believe the current organisational influence of human resource management is on 
training and development ? 
(4) What do you believe the current organisational influence of human resource management is on 
compensation and benefits ? 
(5) What do you believe the current organisational influence of human resource management is on 
performance measurement ? 
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study Two: Structured interviews 
Q u e s t i o n s for sen ior human resource pro fess iona ls and sen ior b u s i n e s s line managers in the 
capital markets and investment banking sector . 
The structure, role and influence of the human resource function 
A1 What structure for the human resources function does your organisation have ? (tick boxes as 
relevant) 
(a) A shared service centre for admin., with central advisers • 
and business partners 
If so, do you have specialist advisers on: 
Recruitment & selection 
Learning & development 
Performance measurement 
Compensation & benefits 
Employment law 






(b) Integrated human resources department, comprising 
generalists and business partners (please describe) 
(c) Other arrangement (please describe) 
A2 Is your most senior human resources manager on any management board ? Yes/No 
If Yes, which board(s) ? 
If No, why do you think this is and to what extent do you think it matters ? 
If No, what is the most senior level at which human resources is represented within the organisation ? 
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A3 Do you consider that you have the credibility to influence the business at a business planning 
level ? Yes/No 
If Yes, in what areas, and how ? 
If Yes, on a scale of 1-10, how would you rate your influence? 
(with 10 having significant influence and 1 having little influence) 
Please describe what drives your rating. 
If No, why do you think this is and to what extent do you think it matters ? 
A4 Which of the following factors do you feel contribute to the credibility of human resources 
managers as business partners ? 
Please rank in order, with 1 as the most important. 
• Knowledge within the human resources function of the external competitive environment • 
• Knowledge within the human resources function of the internal competitive environment • 
• Track record of the senior human resources executive(s) in delivering on their part of business plan 
execution • 
• Business managers' trust in, and personal empathy with, the senior human resources executive(s) 
• 
• Track record of human resources function in delivering human resources services to line managers 
• 
• Availability and use of data to analyse the business impact effectiveness of human resources initiatives, 
(note: business impact with regards to net revenue and market share, not data that measures the efficiency 
of the human resources department) • 
Knowledge of human resources practices and procedures • 
• Membership of a professional human resources body • 
• Academic qualifications • 
Would you say the following are important and if so rank in order of importance; accuracy, consistency, meeting 
commitments, chemistry, confronting appropriately, integrity, thinking outside the box, confidentiality, and 
listening to, and focusing on, executive problems. 
Are there any other factors which are not on the above lists which you believe contribute to the credibility of 
human resource business partners ? 
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A5 Is the close involvement of human resource business partners essential for a strategic approach 
to talent/human capital management ? Yes/No 
If Yes. why do you think this is true ? 
If No. why do you think this is not the case ? 
A6 Has the role and influence of the human resources function on the business changed over time ? 
Yes/No 
If Yes, in what way has this changed ? 
If No, why do you think this is and to what extent does it matter ? 
How would you like to see its role and influence evolve ? 
What, in your opinion, needs to happen for this to occur ? 
A7 Who is responsible for human resource management ? 
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Human capital metrics 
We define 'human capital metrics' broadly, as the range of measures used by employers to gauge the impact of 
people-management related interventions. Examples include: 
Checking that bonuses go to upper-quartile performers. 
Measuring the direct and indirect cost of an unfilled post. 
Comparing employee survey findings with business results. 
Assessment of individual asset values of key employees, 
Revenue-compensation ratio, 
Modelling of the internal labour market. 
Calculation of return-on-investment for defined human resources interventions, such as a development 
programme. 
The term human capital metrics covers both qualitative and quantitative measures, and may be applied either 
discretely to a particular human resources intervention, or broadly across the division or company. 
Human capital measures are no longer purely theoretical; they are used by some employers as a core part of 
business planning. Such measures may also be incorporated into a Balanced Scorecard approach, in which 
business performance is measured under four perspectives: financial, business process, customer, and learning 
& development. 
B1 Which human capital metrics do you use? (tick boxes as relevant) 
Direct cost to replace senior staff member (eg management time, agency fees) • 
Indirect cost of replacing senior staff member (eg loss in performance during transition) • 
Comparison of bonus payments against individual performance • 
Comparison of bonus payments against team performance • 
Return on investment for defined human resources intervention • 
Employee work climate satisfaction surveys • 
Assessment of individual asset values of key employees • 
Revenue-compensation ratio • 
Modelling of internal labour market • 
Other (please specify) 
B2 Do you use external consultancy's 'human capital measures' ? Yes/No 
If Yes , please tick the relevant box: 
Saratoga • 
Mercer • 
Watson Wyatt • 
PricewaterhouseCoopers o 
Other (please specify) 
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Who is accountable for a human resource interventions ?; 
the human resources function • 
the human resource business partner • 
the business manager(s) • 
Other (please specify) 
B3 What happens if a recruitment or development policy does not deliver the expected objectives ? 
B4 Does the company produce a formal human capital report, reporting on measures such as those 
in question B1, above, either for internal or external purposes ? Yes/No 
If Yes, what does it cover ? 
If Yes, how is it received/used ? 
If No, do you plan to introduce one ? Yes/No 
If Yes, why is this being done and what will it cover ? 
If No, why do you think this is and to what extent does it matter ? 
B5 If formal 'human capital metrics' are not used, how is the effectiveness of human resources policies 
and other people-related investments gauged ? 
B6 Does the organisation treat talent management/people management as a strategic/investment 
matter ? Yes/No 
If Yes, how is this exemplified ? 
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If Yes, do you differentiate on performance measures, depending on role/function eg, different measures of 
performance for front office staff; operations staff, and functional managers ? 
If Yes, are some measures universal, and if so which ones ? 
If No, why do you think this is and to what extent does it matter ? 
B7 Do you trust 'human capital metrics' as valuable business indicators ? Yes/No 
If Yes, which are key measures and how do you use them ? 
If No, why do you think this is and to what extent does it matter ? 
B8 Do you see your reliance on 'human capital metrics' increasing over time ? 
If Yes, which will be the key measures and how will you use them ? 
If No, why do you think this is and to what extent does it matter ? 
B9 How have you traditionally gauged risk related to people in capital markets and investment 
banking ? 
BIO How do you see the management of people related risk changing over time and what human 
capital metrics would be useful to you in managing this risk ? 
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B11 Do you use computer based systems to store and access information about your organisation' 
human resources ? 
Yes/No 
If Yes, which areas ? 
Recruitment & selection • 
Learning & development • 
Performance measurement • 
Compensation & benefits • 
Are they part of one integrated relational database system or different systems ? Please describe them ? 
If No, why do you think this is and to what extent does it matter ? 
B12 What data do you feel is critical to managing the return on investment and business risk 
associated with managing your organisation's talent portfolio ? 
B13 Do you believe that the management information available to you to manage the talent in your 
organisation is adequate ? Yes/No 
If Yes, which areas ? 
Recruitment & selection • 
Learning & development • 
Performance measurement • 
Compensation & benefits • 
Please describe why it is adequate in each case ? 
If No, why do you think this is and to what extent does it matter ? 
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Appendix Six 
Representative transcript quotes 
• Study One: a priori and emergent 
• Study Two 
• Respondent codes 
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Appendix Six: Study One: Roles in human resource management 
Themes - a priori Code Representative quotations 
Shared services/Specialist human 
resource role exists 
SH/SS "We're probably two and a half years into really evolving the 
framework. It's very much a partnership between the generallst, the 
business partner function, and talent management - what used to 
be leadership and learning ... we want to tie the talent agenda at a 
corporate level to the business planning process." (B) 
"we work very closely with divisionally seated HCM professionals 
and hiring managers because whilst we have an overall firm wide 
strategy, the divisions then clearly want to have that clearly defined 
for their own specific needs so we work very closely with the 
divisions on all aspects of recruiting" (K) 
"human resources is part of Strategic planning as a division so it 
would be placed in a division that is called strategic planning so I 
think that probably gives you an indication that we do touch on 
significantly. Also it is also informally part of firm management 
which again gives you a sense of the fact that you know, our sort of, 
involvement in certain ways is quite critical in the process of both 
strategic planning and sort of basic operational management." (Q) 
'We have people in this department, HR, who are sort of learning 
and development or training and development and they support the 
revenue areas, the infrastructure, i.e. operations, technology etc 
have their own in-house learning and development people so 
human resources here effectively are only concerned with the 
revenue earners so the securities business, private wealth 
management and investment management and we are aligned by 
client which is a relatively small group that they work with a number 
of clients that they work with" (Q) 
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Appendix Six: Study One: Roles in human resource management (cont'd) 
Themes - a priori Code Representative quotations 
Human resource business partner 
role exists 
BP 'The shock troops if you like of the HR effect on strategy come in the 
form of people who have business partners, that is to say the 
relationship managers with each of the business. They are a different 
bunch of people by personality, experience and orientation but, they 
have begun very clearly to influence the direction of their business by 
getting Involved and intimately involved in them, and becoming part of 
the management team and setting expectations, setting assumptions 
and setting plans with the heads of those businesses for what people 
should be doing ... But it is not institutionalized ... yet. It's more a 
question of a force of personalities getting that message across or 
getting inputs in ... and so these small number of people ... have quite 
a degree of influence, not uniform, because they are a differing 
standings but it is getting to the point of being improved and they are 
quite admired and welcomed as members of the business team buy yet 
they still retain their degree of critical comment and sharpness which 
would be dulled if they became wholly owned members of the team ... 
and it is a good influence on the business to have someone in there" 
(B) 
"I mean, we're no G E , let's be honest, but I think in general we have a 
very good reputation and we are included in all the things that I would 
expect to be, if not more. Another thing that we've recently done, is 
move the business partners out to sit with the business - so the head 
of human resources for equity sits on the equity trading floor, and it's 
had a really positive effect. I know it's optics, a lot of it, but it has helped 
to push my agenda." (K) 
"not all but many, HR would have a seat around the table in the 
discussion of the rewards and bonuses and compensation for that 
population that the relationship manager was looking after and have 
some influence over that as well" (P) 
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Appendix Six: Study One: Roles in human resource management (cont'd) 
Themes - emergent Code Representative quotations 
Ultimate responsibility for 
managing human resources 
Rl-U "it becomes a question of what is your definition of HR management? 
Because I do think that I participate in a strategic agenda setting, but I 
do that partly or more because I am one of a management team of 
three that is managing the support sen/ices function .. If you mean HR 
management and you mean me, I think I have a certain degree of 
input if you say HR management means my boss, the head of 
HR for the bank as a whole. He clearly participates in discussions at 
the managing board level about people strategy and organizational 
development and leadership development and all of those things. 
Again that tends to be in the somewhat rarified atmosphere of the 
managing boards strategy decisions." (A) 
"a lot, ie there is a lot of influence but need to be careful to distinguish 
the principle of human resource management becoming more 
relevant from the human resources function, doing it." (L) 
"So, you know, that Is kind of the way we go about doing things and 
we actually operate where we don't actually have the power to 
override a business person's decision. The only power that we have 
got is the power to influence, so we don't have position power so the 
function itself doesn't come with the power to do that but individuals 
throughout the organisations gain the credibility and gained influence 
and provide advice to a hiring manager." (U) 
"1 don't think we play the part that we should both in terms of 
identifying managers of the future or leaders of the future and in terms 
of developing leaders of the future. It just doesn't happen and 1 think 
a lot of what happens, happens by luck rather than good 
management ... I would like to see a situation where the head of HR, 
the HR director was very much part of that strategic team deciding 
what was going on ... HR is not a respected function, within the 
company, whether you are retail or investment and that is the 
challenge 1 think that has to be faced." (C) 
"it is about building partnerships and trying to move away from those 
transactional type relationships" (K) 
"1 think there are a lot of HR groups that say managing the troops is 
the job of the line manager and there is a lot of truth in that. I can't 
disagree with that other than to say most of them there are there 
because they are good in some form of revenue production or client 
relationship, they aren't always necessarily the best HR practitioners 
so we will tend to intercede or get involved perhaps more frequently 
than other groups because we take the philosophy that if we can help 
them to get faster resolution and a better resolution then there is a 
chance that we will get better revenue generation because of that. So 
we try and put the business hat to that and try to have the 
conversations that keep us ahead of the curve in terms of ideas rather 
than being at the back end of the circus after it has gone through town 
and being an afterthought. And to be honest with you our success 
really depends on the leader, there are some leaders that want to 
engage, who want a dialogue who are good at being up front and 
seeking opinion, there are others than simply put themselves into 
their box and try to operate independently." (R) 
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Appendix Six: Study One: Roles in hiuman resource management (cont'd) 
Themes - emergent Code Representative quotations 
Business Environment BE "I don't think we are training and developing people to the overall 
strategy of the firm ... I think it is reactive to issues that are 
happening." (C) 
"I think financial institutions are very much behind what goes on in 
other sectors. And certainly if you could talk to the pharmaceutical 
industry and things like that I think HR plays a much more strategic 
part than it does in the finance industry" (K) 
"we don't have a robust strategy process like we did in <global 
FMCG multinational company>, you know we had a particular 
methodology and everybody followed that protocol and HR's 
involvement and supply chain was almost institutionalized as part of 
the process, it is not as well defined here it is much more ad-hoc so I 
think if we talk about the strategic planning process I think HR is as 
involved as it possibly can be in view of the business process we 
have around strategy and planning ... I think in terms of our industry 
we are probably no better or worse than anybody else relative to 
other industry sectors I think we are some way behind, in that the 
business does not have a robust strategy planning process where 
the involvement of the various constituent parts of the business are 
kind of well established" (G) 
"I can say that having the experience in other industry, it is tactical, it 
is opportunistic and from what I have been told this is the way this 
industry works, you know things move quickly, the environment 
changes quickly we need to be flexible, adaptable so it is about 
flexibility and adaptability that is the key to successes and therefore 
you cannot embed yourself in long-term strategies which may in 
some ways limit your ability to move quickly as and when required. 
Now whether that is kind of fact or fallacy I am not completely sure, 
my view is that we could do more in the area of strategic planning 
and sometimes it is probably just an excuse" (G) 
"traditionally investment banks do not do a lot of strategic planning 
because one of our watch words is to be very nimble and you know 
strategic planning like long-term horizons is actually something that 
you will find a lot of Investment banks almost don't do because they 
have to be so nimble they have to actually change direction very 
quickly. So, When we talk about strategic planning what we are 
normally talking about is a general sense of direction for the next two 
or three years rather than an automotive company who will be 
looking five or ten years out." (K) 
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Appendix Six: Study One: Roles in human resource management (cont'd) 
Themes - emergent Code Representative quotations 
Importance of firm human 
resources 
IM "People management, manpower planning, they (business line 
managers) just call it strategy. And if their business by default is 
people, that is, what people mean but don't say. As opposed to a 
manufacturing industry where their default product is not people but 
they are the means along the product chain. But in financial services 
your product is your person so if they are talking strategy that is what 
they mean but they (business line managers) don't have the 
language to articulate it." (L) 
"The producers are the rock stars or the sports stars of this business 
. . . I guess people have seen people being promoted because they 
have been big producers into management roles when they haven't 
got a management bone in their body, and other people who have 
been promoted into that position where they just happen to be great 
leaders."(N) 
"The reason why I think it is increasingly more relevant is because it 
is a truism that people are the only differentiator left and I think there 
is increasing realization of that. Everything else by and large if you 
have the money you can copy, capital you can lend, you know, I can't 
think of anything that isn't capable of cloning, except people."(L) 
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Appendix Six: Study Two: Roles in hiuman resource management 
Question Representative quotations 
Attitude of the organisation to 
managing human resources 
Is the m a n a g e m e n t of human resources 
t reated as a strategic matter ? 
"In the last 18 months/two years he - the CEO - has begun to get very 
vocal about leadership, people, talent. He was a pretty hard-nosed 
businessperson before but always knew it was important, but now he's 
being open and confronting about it. If your top person believes in it, it is 
going to happen - whether he relies on his human resource function to get it 
going or another avenue.". (P2) 
"Our CEO [is] ... probably one of the most forward-thinking CEOs. He puts 
so much pressure on human resources to be at the forefront of telling him 
what the issues are. He's way ahead of his executive committee, who are 
much more traditional. So it's an interesting tension, almost. He beats me 
up three times a week, saying: 'Human resources needs to be more in the 
DNA'. That's one of his favourite things." (S2) 
"People management is definitely treated as a strategic matter, because our 
business is all about people. We've started a few programmes on broad 
talent management: identifying people; moving them around; providing them 
training and career opportunities. That's just started over the last couple of 
years in a formal way. We also historically have put a lot of value on 
leadership and cultural values: being a good citizen. Someone who doesn't 
have those attributes doesn't get very far in our firm." (02) 
"The buy-in from the senior leadership around what it is that good quality 
human resource management can offer has grown hugely. I think it's partly 
an evolution: the great managers and well-run businesses have done much 
of this quite naturally and haven't necessarily labelled it good human 
resource practice." (V2) 
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Appendix Six: Study Two: Roles in human resource management (cont'd) 
Question Representative quotations 
What structure for the human resource 
function does your organisation have 
H u m a n resource business partner role 
exists 
Shared serv ices/Specia l is t h u m a n 
resource role exists 
"Until 2001 human resources was just back office. It was somewhere you 
shouted at someone if your benefits hadn't come through. Since then the 
bank has been very proactive about developing a business partner role. 
There's a long long way to go. But it's almost a night and day 
transformation from being in a backwater to being at the table. You think of 
the human resource executive at the bank. He spends a lot of time with 
senior business executives, developing business strategy. That has 
permeated through into the businesses." (N3) 
"We wouldn't embark on anything unless we've got a key stakeholder from 
the business. It's probably then the business partner who is driving it on 
most things." (H) 
"We are two-and-a-half years into an evolution here, as regards human 
resource business partners being involved in business planning. We have 
hired a McKinsey consultant to work on people-related economic models." 
(02) 
"I expect the HR business partners to get the same daily P/Ls that the line 
managers get and to know what part of the organisation Is making money, 
where there are pressure points, what the implications are from a people 
standpoint." (03) 
"You don't want the phone call saying someone hasn't got a visa and 
they're standing at Heathrow - because you can forget talking about 
organisational design ... You have to focus on getting the nuts and bolts 
right and, assuming you've got that working, then you can start to do the 
added-value stuff." (S2) 
"If my shared services colleagues mess up on payroll, mess up someone's 
bonuses, or processing a leaver or a joiner; I might be doing a fantastic job 
at board level, that can get forgotten immediately if there's the sentiment 
that you guys can't even pay people." (B) 
"If it takes them seven days to get an offer letter out, I really don't care 
about their partnership with me on the strategy." (03) 
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Appendix Six: Study Two: Roles in human resource management (cont'd) 
Question Representative quotations 
What structure for the human resource 
function does your organisation have 
(cont'd) 
Board representat ion "It is the first time a human resources director has done that (sit on the credit 
committee). We are an integrated pari of the business, as opposed to a 
stand-alone function." (S2) 
"I would like human resources to gain more influence on the governance 
side, but that comes not by the authority of the function but by credibility, 
which you have to earn by doing a great job. You have to earn the 
credibility. It's not given." (V2) 
"Having someone so senior on the board responsible for this area has 
helped us." (K) 
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Appendix Six: Study Two: Roles in human resource management (cont'd) 
Question Representative quotations 
Representation and influence of the 
human resource function 
W h o is responsib le for human resource 
managemen t ? 
"One of the things I most welcome about the CEO here is that, business 
managers manage - it's not the job of human resources to do that -
certainly they're a partner in helping getting it done. There's a long way to 
go to establishing a close business partnership and it doesn't just happen 
because you snap your fingers" (K) 
"I think the human resource structure and position have competition. COOs 
can do many aspects of human resources [management]. However a very 
good, very savvy human resource business partner or generalist should 
have something useful to say, and should be able to know who is the talent 
and proffer what to do with talent." (P2) 
"Well the line should be. ... it should be management of the firm." (Q3) 
"The CEO's view would be that managers are responsible for managing 
people." (S2) 
"All of us are responsible. Managers. Senior management. Human 
resources." (G3) 
'It varies. In some cases, it doesn't matter at all; in some cases it matters a 
huge amount. Clearly when you're engaged in a very large, strategic move 
like a merger, then human resources actually is involved, but when you're 
involved in setting up a new trading desk to trade weather derivatives, 
human resources isn't involved at all - other than in the peripheral matters 
such as contracts - and maybe it should be' (L3) 
"So I still think that if the individual can establish a good relationship then 
HR can influence. But if the relationship isn't there then HR as a function is 
not seen as a critical part of influencing strategy." (T3) 
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Appendix Six: Study Two: Roles in human resource management (cont'd) 
Question Representative quotations 
Representation and influence of the 
human resource function (cont'd) 
Is the c lose invo lvement of h u m a n 
resource partners essent ia l for a strategic 
approach to ta len t /human capital ? 
(cont 'd) 
"This individual (business line manager) can take a strategic approach to 
talent and human capital management. You don't need to help him ... 
human resource business partners talk as if they are sole guardians of the 
ability to reach this so-called strategic approach. I don't think so. And 
actually, if you have smart line managers they could do it." (B) 
"The head of human resources would take ownership, but both business 
partners and human resources would be accountable. No-one really says 
'it's human resources' responsibility'; I'd like to think that business 
managers see human resources as their partners." (V2) 
"No (the contribution of human resources is not essential], because if 
you've got line managers who are thoughtful about human resources 
things, they are perfectly capable of coming up with strategic initiatives 
around human resources. HR is not rocket science. I mean, we'd like to 
think it is, but it's not. If however you have line managers who are not very 
people-orientated, then yes you do need to have the involvement of human 
resources business partner for strategic talent management." (K) 
"If there is the line team and the head of that business is enlightened, then 
your human resource function could focused on processes, IT solutions 
and so on. I see managers who have 'got it' and who wouldn't necessarily 
need a human resources officer to tell them what to do." (P2) 
"It is not essential. Personally I dislike most HR business partners. There's 
a bag of wind created by HR business partners who talk as if they are sole 
guardians of the ability to reach this so-called strategic approach. I don't 
think so." (B) 
"I think so [it is essential]. You could probably come up with a theoretical 
organisation where it was totally owned and delivered by the line itself, but 
realistically there are probably not hours in the day, so I think 'yes' has to 
be the answer to that." (V2) 
"Yes (human resource function is essential for strategic human resource 
management]. Because they are the professionals and we don't think 
correctly without them" (B3) 
'If you were to say no, then I would really wonder, what's the use 
of human resources ?' (H3) 
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Appendix Six: Study Two: Roles in human resource management (cont'd) 
Question Representative quotations 
Representation and influence of the 
human resource function (cont;d) 
Is the close invo lvement of human 
resource partners essent ia l for a strategic 
approach to ta len t /human capital ? 
(cont 'd) 
"I think a good business manager is going to have 85% of what is required. 
Can a good human resource person add the other 15%? Sure. So should 
you deal them in? Sure. But 85 is a pretty good score. A poor business 
manager would need a little more help, but you'd hope you'd have good 
business managers. They are far closer to the field of play. If the word was 
useful not essential, I would say yes." (03) 
"It's a good question - would line managers be doing this - treating talent 
as strategic - anyway, without help from human resources? Because of the 
lead from the CEO, then in terms of human resources being essential; I 
would have to say no." (K3) 
"If you're sitting in support services the answer is absolutely, yes. If you sit 
in the investment banking division the answer is probably no. And if you sit 
in the capital markets division you would probably be half way in between." 
(K) 
"No. The chairman can take a strategic approach to talent and human 
capital management, you don't need to help him. And actually, if you have 
smart line managers they could do it." (B) 
"Yes. In a perfect world, which we are very far away from, you wouldn't 
need any support, because business managers were doing this all the time 
and they thought, instinctively and intuitively about it. But while we're getting 
to Nirvana, you need someone in the business partner role who can do 
some thinking and prompting around resource planning; execution of that 
plan; ensuring that it meets the business objectives." (N2) 
"Yes. Until you get human capital understood, really understood, and you've 
got the processes in place and embedded. Then human resources can 
stand back and in a sense facilitate it.' In some parts of this business 
they've already 'got it'." (S2) 
"How else would you do it [strategic talent management]? Quality of 
decisions and execution and process needs close involvement of the 
human resource team. They help managers understand talent issues." (G) 
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People related risk 
How do you see the m a n a g e m e n t of 
people risk chang ing over t ime ? 
"The whole issue of operational risk has reached board level. People risk is 
an element in that. I contribute to a report that goes to the board every other 
week containing any risk that my function might be aware of or be running 
with." (P2) 
"You've already seen that in the last few years. Essentially, (human 
resource) is another form of risk, like operating risk; whether it's 
incompetence in employees who are not skilled in what they are doing, and 
cause damage through inability, or a fraudulent employee whom we should 
have spotted, or people simply working outside their authorised 
competencies." (B) 
"We haven't got to the point where we could put a financial amount against 
someone and say that if we lost them what would we lose [financially], but 
we are tracking our key stars so that the business knows who we think is at 
risk and who is not at risk." (S2) 
"Reputational risk is where people are not aligned our goals in respect of 
their responsibilities or behaviours. Other risks could be around employee 
litigation - a discrimination case for instance could cost the company its 
reputation and money. Then again not getting the right people on board on 
time can also be a risk. Slowing down of processes can be costly, there is 
always a risk." (G) 
"We've launched an innovative training programme which is mandatory for 
anyone who manages others. It's called 'Managing People, Managing Risk', 
and focuses on improving our line managers' skill and confidence in tackling 
difficult issues. It is not intended to take risk out of the system, but to ensure 
managers understand their role and the impact that good management 
practice can have." (02) 
"We report monthly to the risk committee. This includes different metrics 
around who we're hiring; and the attrition rate. There are qualitative reports 
as well; looking at hot spots, risk areas." (02) 
"This is an operational committee looking at risk across the business; the 
human resource element is "a big part of the risk committee". (02) 
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Themes - a priori Code Representative quotations 
Roles and influence in the 
management of human 
resources 
Strategy: 
Process responsibi l i ty 
Rl 
Rl-S 
RI-SP "I don't think we play as big a part as we should and certainly not as 
big a part as they do in other organizations. I think it is because the 
actual position is not seen as a strategic player I think we are more 
seen as an administrative department that in many ways clears up 
the messes as reactive rather than proactive and I think that comes 
through in everything we do" (C) 
"The function (HR) has tried to be more transparent about what it 
does, about what it costs and also try to show it can add value by 
informing and advising our managers on the implications of that 
strategy. Therefore I still believe, more advising, having learnt what 
strategy is on how that would be implemented and the effect that it 
will have on people; less on the way the strategy itself is being 
performed. I don't think that, in itself, has changed that much in the 
last five years but still HRs influence is the same industry-wide, and 
all that I feel has really changed is that line-managers are aware more 
for regulatory reasons than anything else, in the end, to listen to HR 
about the sort of things that need to be achieved but not necessarily 
tied back into strategy." (M) 
"Mergers and acquisitions have been a fundamental part of the 
business strategy ... [the] human resources function is there to help 
understand the structure and nature of the talent portfolio; what is 
being bought, and so on. And from a cultural, integration side, human 
resources are always involved" (S) 
"I know I have influence, even when we are dealing with acquisitions 
and divestments where it's not strictly HR related; and absolutely 
when there are people adjuncts." (L) 
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Themes - a priori Code Representative quotations 
Strategy (cont'd): 
Strategy responsibi l i ty 
Rl-S 
Ri-SS '"So, I don't think that we can have an overall strong influence on what 
is going on at the senior level as far as strategy is concerned." (C) 
"I don't think that we influence it, I think what we do is participate in it 
and tend to be, if you like, in the second iteration. I think a lot of the 
initial strategic planning takes place in sort of relative specialist areas 
which are looking at big picture business issues and trends or 
whatever. And then you will get a blue print, road map, outline which is 
probably the frame work and I think that is when HR gets involved." 
(A) 
"We clearly have a seat at the table in terms of discussions because 
there are implications, inevitably, of an HR nature. But I don't think we 
are a part, necessarily, of the initial brainstorming unless of course we 
are the people with the initial idea." (A) 
""when it comes to actually establishing plans for the future we form a 
fairly big part of that planning process because any business initiative 
has a corresponding cost which is the compensation side of the 
equation and I am the advisor and the internal consultant and the kind 
of expert, apparently on that function. So I tend to be very involved 
with the front end." (P) 
""The divisions, the leadership drives philosophy ... - it is not us. We 
are not really driving philosophy. I think we have an incredibly active 
part in making sure that anything that has been done is fair. I don't 
know whether you would necessarily call that strategic." (K) 
"... I think you know if <name of CEO> says he wants to concentrate 
on diversity this year then we will basically all turn in that direction and 
we will come up with something which strategically looks pretty good 
but I am not sure whether we bought it to the table in the first place." 
(P) 
"I think when you look at the HR function, here and I am going to talk 
about it at the corporate level and then at the investment bank's. I 
think it is a very different model from some of our counterparts and I 
would say first of all from a strategic point of view, we are clearly 
strategic partners, we are at the table in every sense of the word." (N) 
"I think as an organisation <name of bank> HR has very little into the 
strategic planning of the organisation and by that I mean where I think 
HR could add value is on the Human Resource strategic planning side 
and at the moment I don't believe we have any link to the business 
planning side, the business plans that come through and obviously the 
effect on the resourcing or any influence directly in terms of how we 
move the talent around the organisation to fit some of those key 
strategic roles or key strategic gaps that we have in the organisation 
at the moment." (C) 
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Themes - a priori Code Representative quotations 
Strategy (cont'd): Rl-S 
Strategy responsibi l i ty (cont 'd) RI-SS "<Global Head of Human Resources> who heads up the corporate 
investment bank from an HR point of view globally is a member of the 
global operating committee which is effectively the board for our 
business and is involved and party to all discussions around direction 
and strategy of the organization" (G) 
"if there was discussions around future direction, mergers and 
acquisitions etc you know HR clearly is at the table in the early faze." 
(G) 
"I would say first of all from a strategic point of view, we are clearly 
strategic partners, we are at the table in every sense of that word" (N) 
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Themes - a priori Code Representative quotations 
Recruitment and selection: 
Process responsibi l i ty 
Rl-R 
RI-RP 
Strategy responsibi l i ty RI-RS 
"When it comes to the mechanics of the recruitment process we have 
taken a very structured view." (B) 
"1 would say about a third of our European strategy is people related in 
terms of what we will be doing ... yes, there is a lot of admin and 
process associated with recruiting but there is also clearly an advisory 
and consultative service that we can offer to our hiring managers and 
divisions and that is where we are trying to get to." (K) 
"I think one of the reasons why we haven't done (be involved in the 
recruitment of senior candidates) it is we frankly haven't had the 
calibre of people in depth in HR who could engage the business in a 
way that the business would respect because if you are going to sit 
down and have a discussion with the business as to why you think this 
senior Government Bond trader is not the person they need you have 
to have a pretty good understanding of the business" (A) 
"I think from a recruiting perspective HCM clearly has an influence and 
has an input into the process" (K) 
"there is a lot of admin and process associated with recruiting but 
there is also clearly and advisory and consultative sen/ice that we can 
offer to our hiring managers and divisions and that is where we are 
trying to get to." (K) 
"if you were to have a look at the balance, it has probably become 
more of a 70:30 drive from HCM) ... but all of that said again, if HCM 
were to disappear tomorrow 1 think the business would fill the gap but 
it wouldn't be so strategically and thoughtfully run for the long-term." 
(K) 
"I think it is very much where HR should be leading the charge 
(recruitment and selection) but they are not currently. We have a 
talent review process in house that we run so we can identify the 
talent, once it has been identified it kind of stops there in terms of we 
know who the good ones are and we can reward them in terms of pay 
and rations if you like but it is more difficult in terms of finding that next 
great opportunity for them within the strategic direction of the bank 
and we are still at kind of a position where if someone were to leave or 
someone is promoted you are kind of scrabbling around saying 'right, 
who will fit what job' and whatever and it is usually the first most 
available person or perhaps the easiest solution rather than the 
person with the greatest potential to move into that role." (P) 
"I think HR is seen as being party to the selection decision in this 
organization not just simply the administration of it." (J) 
"basically a strategy for next year will be driven, mostly, by HCM and 
they, and what I mean by strategy is: what is our philosophy in terms 
of where are we going to go and how are we going to do this ?" (K) 
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Themes - a priori Code Representative quotations 
Training and development: 
Process responsibi l i ty 
Rl-T 
RI-TP 
Strategy responsibi l i ty RI-TS 
"we are doing a fair amount of training because of the new legislation 
that is going through but I don't think what we are doing has enough 
proactive thought about, you know, what is the manager? What do we 
need to give the manager in three to five years lime? What do we 
need to give to a graduate trainee to get him up that career ladder? 
What influences from outside are going to sort of mean that we should 
be giving some sort of development to managers going through?" (P) 
"training and development haven't really been focused on by us. So 
our influence has been our own fault but just recently we have set up 
a training unit which is a lot more focused and you know, is now 
providing a lot of input" (J) 
"I think if it wasn't for human resources there would be very little 
training and development." (A) 
"I think the L&D strategy really comes from the top of the organisation 
in terms of commitment to learning and the commitment to peoples 
personal development and I think in <name of CEO> we have got 
someone who certainly talks the story and walks the walk in terms of 
commitment to that" (P) 
"We have begun to engage in discussions with senior management 
around having a more long-term perspective to see talent as assets, 
and that you have to grow them into further roles, to see them as a 
risk management exercise - everyone on your management team will 
have two or three replacements if the person were ... no longer 
around" (1) 
"I run the development board with one person from the business line, 1 
am responsible for the education and development of the staff ... So 
HR is responsible for ensuring that the right people are getting trained 
at the right time, that it is not managing by allowing people to apply to 
go to a course, it is managing, HR coordinating the management of 
putting the right people in the right seats over time so that again they 
have the right tool kit and they can aspire to the right position within 
the firm over time, that is the key and that is where HR comes in and 
it is for me one of the most important things to get right for any firm" (1) 
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Performance measurement: 
Process responsibi l i ty 
Rl-P 
RI-PP 
Strategy responsibi l i ty RI-PS 
"I think it is something where you know certainly the expectations of 
him (CEO), and probably to some extent even the board, that HR has 
got the governance around performance management and 
measurement and although we can't enforce we can certainly 
encourage it and report back." (F) 
"It is similar (to training and development) in the sense that if you 
don't have a performance management or measurement system in 
place it is hard to track development and individual needs. Having 
said that I think the performance management has been more of a 
challenge in order to get the business attention to that than in other 
industries or other types of business and I guess I think part of it is 
because of the type A personality that you tend to deal with in the 
capital markets business." (F) 
"yes we have this appraisal form that we use globally but in fact it 
really doesn't help us very much, it doesn't really help us get down to 
managing performance. So, how do we manage performance? - not 
very well at all" (N) 
"I would say that we have single handedly shaped that, actually over 
the last few where before we struggled dramatically to try and justify 
any exiting action we were taking because of a lack of process, to the 
point where somebody goes. We now have an annual cycle of 
review" (B) 
"There is integrated performance piece in some divisions happening 
and in others it is not. HR in my opinion is still focusing too much on 
performance management on an individual level and still has some 
work to do in linking it with the corporate performance management. 
We see that even in our employee service, people ask for more clarity 
on how that links into the bigger picture." (I) 
"personally I think that is a weakness. I think we have got a long way 
to go in this organization and I suspect in other investment banks we 
tend to do performance management business by business, there is 
no common methodology which purveys in our the entire 
organization, there are no common skills and there are no common 
metrics. And you could argue well that is appropriate because each 
business measures itself in a very different way, you know the way 
you measure investment bankers and their performance is different to 
the way you measure corporate bankers is different from the way you 
measure people in sales and trading operations is different to people 
in the treasury and support areas so therefore how could you possibly 
have a common performance process? I think there is an element of 
truth to that but I do believe that if we try to achieve a common set of 
leadership standards, of standards of behaviour that you need to 
embed that in your performance management system to enable you 
to develop a common culture and a common way of doing things." (G) 
"I mean we do influence things like, we are changing everyone over 
to a common platform this year but I don't know if that's what you are 
after that is not really strategic." (K) 
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Compensation and benefits: 
Process responsibi l i ty 
Rl-C 
RI-CP "1 think we do a lot actually. I think we do a lot! I think we are very 
much involved in formulating the plans, 1 think we are very much 
involved in, cleariy the process, but also, 1 guess, in providing an 
objective view on some of the discussion that are taking place at the 
executive committee level." (A) 
"We have the tools to in which pay the discretionary bonus in the 
most effective way. We back that up with the number of benefits 
which we feel would give significant support to individuals but where I 
think we need to do much more is that overall strategic thinking ... to 
understand what the market is saying to us and to be in partnership 
with the business" (C) 
"there is no question, this industry leads the way in terms of either the 
processes we have, the tools we have, the products we have are all 
pretty good with us measuring long-term incentive or short-term 
incentive. 1 think that really is a robust process, it is a long process 
but it is very elaborate, everyone is engaged and you know it tends to 
run pretty much like clockwork and then I think the HR people play a 
fundamental part in that, it is driven by the HR organization" (G) 
Strategy responsibi l i ty RI-CS "we have a lot of smart people at the top of the firm who have some 
very clear ideas about what should be offered in way of structures" 
(B) 
"There are various other deferral mechanisms that we have got 
which were designed by HR, where they promulgated entirely by 
HR alone - no, they are encouraged by the business who had seen 
it where they had come from and thought why aren't we offering it? 
So we have had a mixture of following the leadership on some of 
these things and on others of actually providing original thought." (B) 
"I would say that we, as an HCM organisation have a lot of influence 
and our advice particularly in that area is listened to and taken on 
board because compensation is obviously such a massive part of 
our cost base, you know, it is something where we have a huge 
amount of expertise from a tax perspective, cost base perspective, 
benchmarking perspective." (K) 
"So rather than us just being told or informed you know, this is what 
the divisions want to pay in terms of basic salary, bonus, etc. We are 
making recommendations to the line and we are pretty, you know, 
again because we have a lot of expertise in this area, and an entire 
team dedicated to this area. Clearly we are in a position where what 
we say is listened to." (K) 
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Non front office RI-RN 
"we have a number of interventions each year, continuously in, for 
example, the area of campus recruiting, you know, how many 
people we hire, what type of people we hire. Is depends on what we 
think the fonward plan for the business is going to be" (B) 
"we always separate filling the talent pipeline part of the process in 
terms of campus recruitment for graduates, post-graduates etcetera. 
And 1 think that is pretty well planned, you know, HR plays a 
fundamental role along with the business and are very close to the 
business it is sort of planning our requirements for graduates each 
year and the business is fully engaged in the whole campus and I 
think we do, quite frankly I think we do quite frankly, we do as well 
as anyone we do as well as Unilever in this regard" (G) 
"On the graduate side I think there has always been, I mean if you 
went back 8 years ago or 6 years ago it was very driven by divisions 
which was a function of our size and the fact that only a few 
divisions were actually recruiting grads. I would say from about 5 
years ago HCM started to have a big strategic input" (K) 
"So to put it in a nutshell when it comes to hiring firsl-time buyers of 
a job then HR has all the influence it wants and in lateral hiring it 
could be much more." (I) 
"I think the answer is not enough, I think we are involved in some of 
the mechanics of recruitment. Clearly we are involved in the 
recruitment of juniors because we do it." (A) 
"So areas like analysts for example, at certain levels of the analysts, 
we basically do it" (F) 
"When it comes to the selection process itself HRs involvement does 
vary, in some cases it may be less evident than others, typically in 
the smaller areas, you know, for an office position" (B) 
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Recruitment and selection (cont'd): 
Senior RI-RS 
Diversity 
"But when it comes to senior management, you know, the head of 
this function or that function I would get involved or one of my senior 
colleagues would get involved. We do play a part in it then, but that is 
really reacting once the process is underway. I think the main things 
that we do are certainly, set the standards of assessment to ensure 
that people have done the thing properly" (B) 
"I suspect your question here is aimed at the heavy hitters ... And I 
think on the whole, the business will tend to drive that and they will 
tend to bring HR in at the end, if we are lucky, as a kind of sanity 
check or to do the actual processing. But particularly if they are 
dealing with big hirers, what they view to be important hires they tend 
to keep the cards pretty close to their chest, not because they don't 
value HRs involvement, but because they have a fear I think of 
someone outside of the magic circle saying the wrong thing to a key 
hire and perhaps putting them off, or whatever it happens to be" (A) 
"So now what we are working on is a plan that HR have largely 
developed which says - look at your staffing needs as we have just 
described in terms of external recruitment and look at your staffing 
needs in terms of succession issues right to the very top." (B) 
"The other point of recruitment is more the tactical recruitment to 
either bring in strategic hires or to replenish our people as they leave 
and you know that tends to be more tactical and that is done 
business by business and invariably with the involvement of the HR 
generalist in that business." (G) 
"When it comes to lateral hires, experienced hires it gets much more 
a fuzzy picture, it is the line people who know talent outside in the 
markets themselves and they go with head hunters in the market 
themselves and HR is more or less managing the process of 
engaging a head hunter or they only get to know that in t he middle 
of the process when they say we need a contract here." (I) 
"The profiling I would say it is fuzzy but it depends on the specific 
case and the relationship of the specific HR advisor with the line 
manager and how much he or she influences the selection of that 
person." (I) 
"we are definitely a voice in an advisory or consulting sort of a 
capacity to the hiring manager and depending on what level of 
person you are talking about, you know, you would have a different 
level of influence on that decision, interestingly enough the more 
senior the individual the more influence probably we have on that 
decision and partly because the fit becomes increasingly more 
important as you go up the organizational chart in terms of level of 
person" (U) 
"To get diversity in. What sort of diversity programmes will we have 
running ?" (K) 
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Technical and soft-skills Rl-
"compliance requirements ... the regime they have for us is one that 
means that we have to have an up-to-date and compliant population, 
so like it or not, we have to do that." (B) 
"We have a big role to play in the education of people about how we 
expect people to behave around here, not just legal behaviour but 
the treatment of each other and diversity" (K) 
"I think the training end is, other than your regulatory training and the 
compliance that you need to do and keep track of, tends to be not an 
area of focus or not one that the business looks to us to focus on." 
(F) 
"Managing producers is not about just managing the softer issues ... 
you ought to be able to add value to their technical ability, even 
though they are very sophisticated producers. So if you are the 
world's best bond salesman, if I gave you a manager who could 
actually from time to time give input into how you 'do' bond sales, 
then that would be good thing." (L) 
"There is a certain amount of that in terms of people going off on 
higher level courses that just never touches HR. There is then a 
certain amount of technical training thai the business does 
themselves. We are aware of and we can sometimes help them 
structure it, but in reality if you wanted to run a training course on 
selling structured derivatives it is typically what a desk head would 
do for his team or for whatever. So, it may have an HR input or 
framework but it is not, I don't think we influence it as such" (A) 
"I think up until fairly recently training and development was done 
business by business. It tended to be more aligned to the technology 
needs, if you wish, to the businesses. Very skills specific about 
developing the skills set of people within the business." (G 
"the technical side, we do very little work on the technical side and 
we are not very involved at all apart from a little bit of coordination. 
On the more soft side we actually tend to drive the training 
programmes through the organization because you are actually 
taking enterprise wide programmes at that stage and pushing them 
through the organization so those are developed, management, 
coordinated and typically run by the human resource profession 
within the organization and the selection of people that go on them is 
very highly influenced from within human resources and I 
intentionally said influence rather and again not mandated other than 
the occasional programme where 100% is mandatory" (U) 
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Training and development (cont'd): Rl-T 
Leadership development RI-TL "The CEO ... every year sets out a programme for the fop talent, 
who might sit one day on a top team, and they debate strategic 
issues with him." (I) 
"Where you have the phenomenon of someone being a great 
producer but a terrible manager, you know we talk in terms of getting 
coaches, executive coaches and stuff, the reality is that they don't 
know how to change; they are not going to change so I think that that 
is one Issue ... I remember asking the head of the business in a 
region on any deal; 'Do you want this guy on your team?' They 
would gingerly say that he was a great challenge when it comes to 
relationships and partnering and all that stuff, but he is just great at 
what he does." (N) 
"In terms of leadership development, I think we are becoming much 
more active there, I think we are very much leading the charge 
there." (A) 
"I think more latterly we have moved into what I regard as a more 
strategic area where we have moved very much more into uplifting 
leadership standards. We have introduced a range of leadership 
programmes from the very top" (G) 
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Compensation 





"this is where the training is coming in around justifying how you 
award the end of year bonus and obviously the performance review 
grade at the end of each year as well" (P) 
"personally I think that is a weakness. I think we have got a long 
way to go in this organization and I suspect in other investment 
banks we tend to do performance management business by 
business, there is no common methodology which purveys in our the 
entire organization, there are no common skills and there are no 
common metrics. And you could argue well that is appropriate 
because each business measures itself in a very different way, you 
know the way you measure Investment bankers and their 
performance is different to the way you measure corporate bankers 
is different from the way you measure people in sales and trading 
operations is different to people in the treasury and support areas so 
therefore how could you possibly have a common performance 
process? I think there is an element of truth to that but I do believe 
that if we try to achieve a common set of leadership standards, of 
standards of behaviour that you need to embed that in your 
performance management system to enable you to develop a 
common culture and a common way of doing things." (G) 
"Yeah, and also we have a number of different new legislations 
coming in around equal pay, some of the diversity and discrimination 
issues that are coming in as well which I think is moving 
performance appraisal perhaps more away from how the individual 
has performed to more justifying why you put that comment in there" 
(ML) 
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Compensation and benefits: 
Salaries and benefits 
Rl-C 
RI-CS 
Allocation of bonus pool RI-CA 
"there is a very clear link and a very structured relationship between 
the comp and ben process and the HR department. I think that is 
one of the areas where our influence or our impact or involvement is 
the strongest. You know, I would say the macro kind of level but 
also at the individual level, not for what do you pay a settlement 
clerk in Indonesia but when you get into the bigger packages" (A) 
"We are the only function that is ever going to propose enhance a 
benefit, or reduce a benefit or introduce a new one. And we feel that 
is an area where there is recognition of expertise and knowledge in 
the HR function that we can bring to that." (M) 
"the wholesale banks bonus pool is X, how much of it should go to 
fixed income? How much should go into equities? You know all of 
those sorts of things, I think we play a very significant role. I think we 
do that at two levels, one is that we sit at the table and discuss it, I 
certainly have a voice at that table and an ability to influence at that 
table, no question at all." (A) 
"From my standpoint I would say this is probably the one area that 
we have and exert a huge amount of influence actually. We don't 
determine the pools at year end but we certainly have a very active 
part in how those pools are divided and managed and how people 
are rewarded at the end of the year and I think that is in a number of 
ways, one is from a pure process perspective that we manage that 
process" (P) 
"HR has got to be able through its network to get some indication of 
what is happening and validate what you are going to read in the 
papers, validate what you are going to hear in the street, to say that 
people from the bonus side, our people, relative of performance are 
getting paid fairly. Our HR team, or HR committee, my HR team 
knows exactly what the performance of every business is; revenue 
line, cost line, risk line, why is that important? Because they can 
help me help <name of CEO> decide where we may be at risk from 
the standpoint of how we do our bonus pools, how we decide who 
gets what." (V) 
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Compensation and benefits 
(cont'd): 
Size of bonus pool RI-CB "Our influence on strategic planning is limited as far as I can see to 
a few issues, one issue is compensation planning ... variable pay 
being the dominant part of compensation, bonus approvals, 
managing expectations, compensation in line with how markets 
develop is much more important than in the past so lop 
management takes in a senior executive compensation committee 
and management bonus pool is a number one cost item in the firm 
several billions, that is relatively technical and functional but it is an 
influence on the firms' planning process ... when it comes to 
structuring contracts, in structuring equity schemes and bonus 
pools, how bonuses are distributed and accrued, HR is very much 
defining these processes" (I) 
"It is very high here because we are seen as one of the key parties 
in determining what the bonus pool should be and actually to some 
extent we provide a. perhaps a slightly more objective view in a 
highly subjective environment and a highly emotional environment 
and again with benefits and salaries." (J) 
"the bonus pools are all calculated in different ways and that is all 
agreed between finance, HR and the business and any new plans 
going in" (S) 
"we are accountable for determining what level of total 
compensation for the organization to pay. So we do that on the 
basis of, what I call, for the first half of the year we look at it from a 
top down perspective, how much money we are planning to make 
and therefore if we make that amount of money how much would we 
pay out in compensation and the second half of the year and we 
continue that on for the whole year, in the second half of the year we 
start to put, what I call, a bottoms up discipline against it" (U) 
Values RI-CV "I actually think values are starting to play a much bigger role in 
comp and ben" (L) 
"if we are buying something in from another firm we think about, 
from HR stand point, about whether or not those people will fit the 
culture, whether or not they are going to want to stay or whether 
they are just mercenaries who come in for two or three years who 
will get their money, get their guarantees and walk out the door" (V) 
Unions 
Engagement with unions 
UN 
UN-N "I think in many ways HR, certainly in <head office country> is seen 
as the area which deals with the unions and that in many ways is 
seen as their strategic sort of play" (C) 
"there is a matrix which our employee relations people will negotiate 
with the union or not negotiate with the union as the case may be." 
(K) 
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Themes - a priori Code Representative quotations 
Credibility 
Credibility and relationships 
CR 
CR-E "A lot of it comes from personal credibility and as I said my fear, if that 
is the right word, or concern, is that we don't have a significant number 
of people within the HR function at that level where they could fulfill 
those two criteria (a) because we don't necessarily have the right 
business expertise and (b) because HR's history within the bank in 
terms of doing the basic things right and delivering a quality product 
has not always been the greatest, so I think that automatically puts 
you on the back foot." (A) 
"My experience from a previous bulge bracket firm was that HR was 
used as a letter writing service - so this is the person we want to hire -
write a letter, so I have never been very big on that. But you have to 
earn your credibility before you are able to make decisions, so there 
are still parts of the organisation that will hire people and HR will not 
have interviewed them. But they are fewer than there were." (S) 
"My head of resourcing ... has done a huge amount to make all that 
work, so because of that credibility, which comes first of all from your 
ability to deliver, and because she and they have proved that they can 
deliver, they get permission to contribute more." (S) 
"So it is fairly active involvement, again through influence not power, 
so I don't have the power to override anybody in that decision. The 
only thing that I can do is provide advice but my, what I tell people is 
that you are the most powerful human resource person, most involved 
when you provide good advice, when you are knowledgeable and 
provide good advice and not because you actually have the power to 
make decisions." (U) 
"I still think that if the individual can establish a good relationship then 
HR can influence. But if the relationship isn't there then HR as a 
function is not seen as a critical part of influencing strategy." (T3) 
"I don't know whether that helps, but I think the <name> who is in 
HCM and his charisma means that HCM has gained in credibility and 
is driving quite a lot of training. And being to drive the soft skilled 
training lower down through the organization is quite enough. They 
can do more of that than we used to be able to do. So, I think actually, 
probably our influence has grown which surprises me to hear me say it 
because if feels like quite an up hill struggle." (K) 
"The only power that we have got is the power of influence, so we 
don't have position power so the function itself doesn't come with the 
power to do that but individuals throughout the organizations gain that 
credibility and gained the influence and provide advice to a hiring 
manager. And business people don't always follow the advice for the 
most part they do but they don't always follow the advice" (U) 
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Themes - a priori Code Representative quotations 
Credibility (cont'd) 
Influence and metrics 
OR 
CR-M "They [human resources managers] don't have to be completely 100% 
conversant in the business they support, but they need to be 
commercial." (S) 
"I think it (human resource influence) is increasing, probably around 
looking initially at the costing of things and getting more involved in 
metrics and monitoring and that kind of area." (J) 
"But I think that probably within <name of bank> again there is 
probably a very cautious approach to HR now in terms of investment 
and I think we are going to make a few large investments ... to try to fix 
some of the historical issues and problems that we have had in the 
past around basic data and trying to go back to the basics to try and 
get that right before we try to build and build something a lot more 
sophisticated because we have always got the Achilles heel which is 
the lack of data or more aggressively lack of because you lose 
credibility very quickly." (P) 
"I think within performance management human resources has always, 
in my view, had an undisputed role around the form but performance 
management not about the form, performance management is actually 
about trying to improve performance within the organization." (J) 
"I think we have got, as a firm, a long way to go in terms of sort of our 
management reporting tools, how you extract that data and then 
extrapolate it in a form that you want to make it usable and therefore 
you can take it to the table to have a proper discussion with your 
management team around you know your key performance is difficult 
and that comes down to some of <bank name> failing in terms of some 
of the technology, one piece of technology doesn't talk to another and 
we have lots of stand alone systems which means that if I wanted to go 
out and find everything I wanted to about someone, I couldn't. I would 
have to go to about four different systems within that and I think some 
of those issues make it very hard for us to drive the management team 
to using some of the tools that are available to them because it is just 
too difficult and therefore some of that knowledge and some of that 
information is being lost as well." (P) 
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Themes - a priori Code Representative quotations 
Symbolism SY "- when does a people issue become an HR issue ? Some people 
believe that people issues are HR issues - not necessarily so" (L) 
"there is a lot of influence but we need to be careful to distinguish the 
principle of human resource management becoming more relevant 
from the human resources function doing it.. Some people use the 
term synonymously and you get different results" (L) 
"I think that business leaders do place more importance on HRM but 
they might call it different things, so there could be language 
differences." (L) 
".. 1 would say that I am reasonably involved in strategic planning so 
number one is that I report to the CEO and number two is that I sit on 
the executive committee which is the strategy group for <name of 
bank>"(U) 
"As a symptom, I sit on the ninth floor here and I am actually moving 
up there because they (regional business executives) want me to sit 
closer to them. That is just a symptom of what is going on here, and I 
think also because we are part of a maturing organisation ... as 
organisations mature and they grow and they no longer rely on the 
paternalistic mentoring you do what I do, you sit next to me and I'll 
show you what to do ... and they start to feel the need for something 
more systematic and I think some of it may have to do with that ... just 
to do with maturing organisation. If you look at the place of HCM in an 
organization, as it matures it changes." (K) 
" - so the head of human resources for equity sits on the equity trading 
floor, and it's had a really positive effect. I know it's optics, a lot of it, 
but it has helped to push my agenda." (O) 
"The impact that HCM would have on that organization planning would 
be in terms of having a seat at the table. Our Global head of HCM has 
a seat at the table on the management committee and helping to 
shape where we decide to go for the next couple of years so, actually 
as it happens our head of Global HCM is quite an advisor to the chief 
executive <name of CEO> and so, actually we have a lot of influence 
there." (K) 
"it is a truism that people are the only differentiator left and I think there 
is increasing realization of that. Everything else by and large if you 
have money you can copy, capital you can lend, you know, I can't 
think of anything that isn't capable of cloning, except people in some 
sense. So, because of that I think that business leaders do place more 
importance on HRM but they might call it different things, so there 
could be language differences. So there could be language 
differences." (L) 
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Themes - a priori Code Representative quotations 
Symbolism (cont'd) 
"I am on the <name of division> board, so I am involved in the things 
that come to the board that need strategic planning, what we are going 
to do, what we are not going to do so I will hear all about it then. But I 
would say that I haven't been able to move HR where I would want it 
to be yet. The good thing is that I am at the table and there hasn't 
been an HR person at the table before, so that is good. But I still have 
to work, you know when the businesses are go and acquire something 
or divest themselves of a business, not so much now, but even six 
months ago" (S) 
"One of the most important things is the people that I have hired in the 
last year because they are also now being regarded as those kinds of 
people that add value on the various boards that they sit in, so I would 
say that, <name of Group Head of Human Resources> in the past has 
been very involved and I know that he is on the group executive 
management committee. So he will hear and be part of all the 
discussions there so that he doesn't have to get it second hand." (S) 
"I would say that I am reasonably involved in strategic planning so 
number one is that I report to the CEO and number two is that I sit on 
the executive committee which is the strategy group for <name of 
bank> and when it comes to actually establishing plans for the future 
we form a fairly big part of that planning process because any 
business initiative has a corresponding cost which is the compensation 
side of the equation and I am the advisor and the internal consultant 
and the kind of expert, apparently on that function. So I tend to be 
very involved with the front end." (U) 
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Question Representative quotations 
Use of metrics and information 
technology 
What human capital measures are used 
9 
'What drives it is working with the board and with the CEO. Understanding 
the business and the business drivers; understanding that everything we 
need to do in human resources needs to have revenue or costs attached to 
it" (S2) 
"Metrics are fundamental part of their setup. The human resource function 
has to deliver and if you don't have a way of proving this you aren't being 
fair to the business." (G3) 
"The business gets violently put off by human resources jargon. So it's the 
ability to talk the way they do that makes a big difference. You get credibility 
by being able to reference the world inside and the world outside and that 
includes using metrics, because this is the financial sector. Otherwise you 
are just using your intuition and if you can't validate it, particularly at the 
early stages of the relationship, when the other side doesn't know you, 
you're not convincing. You absolutely need metrics. And also using metrics, 
and the right metrics, shows a level of sophistication." (V2) 
"What's not covered is a true understanding of the cost to the business of 
losing people - of having people out of a seat; the drop in continuity. That's 
not being modelled today. That's the key. That's what needs to be modelled. 
Banks are full of smart people but they haven't developed this into a science. 
It's not just a case of 'That person has gone; this is the revenue they brought 
in and we've lost that revenue'. We went into growth mode a year ago. In 
that time I've done 180 interviews. One hour, at my rate, is not cheap, and 
there is the cost of search firms. In addition, if someone resigns; the person 
sitting next to that person thinks: Should I be thinking of resigning? When 
you finish this model it is really scary how big this number is." (N3) 
"Reliance is a little bit like the truth, or commitment: it's either zero or 100%. 
These are absolutes. When you rely on something you don't sort-of rely on 
them. If you're driving a car at ISOmph you either rely on the brakes or you 
don't. They have to work. We have a great set of metrics, that are pretty 
simple, straightforward, and then we work them, rather than creating lots of 
different versions. How many people are we hiring? What's the cost? When 
are they going to be hired? Which search firms are we using? When do we 
expect to see them sat on the seat? Which firms are we going to hire from? 
What are the value systems and the behaviours, the technical competence, 
the longevity in the market? For given revenue what comp do we expect to 
pay; if it's a start-up business we'd have a higher payout percentage, if it's a 
very mature business then it's price per seat." (S3) 
"We are trying to marry some of the outputs from climate surveys, and match 
them with competency data, coming out of our annual review. For example, 
we're trying to look at different levels of engagement of employees who are 
managed by those with greater and lesser degrees of management 
capability." (V2) 
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Question Representative quotations 
Use of metrics and information 
technology (cont'd) 
What human capital measures are used 
? (cont'd) 
"1 review performance, including budget performance, on a monthly basis 
and on a quarterly basis with the CEO." (S2) 
"What strikes me as staggering in other companies I've worked for is: that 
I've challenged the human resource managers to recognise that their stock 
in trade, their balance sheet, their currency, is the people; and to not know 
everything about the people and be able to manipulate that data leaves me 
thinking that 1 just can't understand how human resource managers can do 
strategic human resource management if they get stuck on handling admin." 
(S3) 
"There are relatively few people ... who understand the depth of investment, 
in time and effort, that's required to get the right people. I always use metrics 
like: it takes an average 16 weeks to get the right person. At a senior level 
you probably have to see five to seven people to get one; and there will be 
multiple interviews. If you actually work out the costs, from search fees, 
through management time, etc, it's just immense." (S3) 
"Measures are real indicators of engagement levels and how people are 
feeling towards the company. They are increasing in use all the time. 
Measures are taken more and more as systems improve. We get a better 
feel on key issues around the company. Access to data up to three years 
ago wasn't easy. Now a common data warehouse holds all the information 
we need. Metrics are a fundamental part of the set-up." (G) 
"We look at leave rates; we spend a lot of time looking at turnover and 
understanding why people leave. We also look at non-regretted leavers. We 
know the percentage of people in a given business unit who left who we 
didn't try to keep. We operate a meritocracy and believe it is good practice to 
be continuously refreshing our population to ensure the best performers are 
retained and challenged." (03) 
"Business managers are demanding more people-related data - they want 
more information and easier access." (02) 
"All the ones [human capital measures] we use are useful numbers to know; 
but they are just numbers. If a business has substantially higher turnover 
than another it could be that we're trying to manage people out or a run of 
bad luck. You have to have some numbers othenwise it's just feel." (03) 
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Question Representative quotations 
Use of metrics and information 
technology (cont'd) 
Is there a formal human capital report ? 'If you talk to them [other senior executives] on numbers, you have a far 
more interesting discussion. As I started talking about numbers 1 thought, 
well, actually if you can measure something you can actually improve it 
more effectively, otherwise it is about belief" (B) 
"In some of the revenue-generating areas, we have a pipeline report that 
looks at the bonus spend, as we go through the year. So as we're hiring new 
people bringing them on board ... We look at that, sometimes on a weekly 
basis. That would definitely drive behaviours in terms of 'Stop; no more 
hiring'. Or accelerated hiring." (P2) 
"There are a couple of brochures that go in the annual report, but there's not 
a human resources section with metrics in it. But the management 
committee one is pretty comprehensive. For example, under 'Engagement' 
we would have turnover; turnover by diversity; people survey results; we do 
measures on recruiting, training, reward, employee relations - how many 
cases per employee, and then cost. Those are the broad categories." (K) 
"When the CEO talks to analysts at the time of half-year and full-year review 
he will go in with charts showing what our feedback survey says. How many 
people responded; what were the engagement scores; what were the key 
areas, and so on." (S2) 
"Within the performance plans of myself and my executive committee we 
commit ourselves to three specific actions coming out of the human capital 
report. So, I get that for the region and each region or country head gets 
three specific actions to follow through." (S3) 
"It is seen as giving us competitive advantage. How we manage our people 
to a good standard; and that what we're trying to do with them in terms of 
development, diversity - that there's a good story to tell. It helps to be 
transparent on that. You think you're good, but this [the report] creates 
internal pressure to improve what you are not so good at." {V2) 
"We are just not where we need to be; I just don't think we've done enough 
thinking of what are genuine indicators of value-added, or forward indicators. 
But I think there's huge value in paying great attention to your attrition rates, 
not just rates but why, what the demographics are. Really understanding 
what you're doing in the hiring process, and where you're leaving value on 
the table, particularly in that very costly exercise." (V2) 
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Question Representative quotations 
Use of metrics and information 
technology (cont'd) 
What information systems are used ? "In the last 18 months it has moved up from being adequate. It could still be 
better. If it's going to do more, I think it's the connectivity of the systems and 
some nuances within the systems. These things will always become easier 
to use. You get more sophisticated based on what you want to do." (P2) 
"I think on performance measurement - on metrics - is the area where we 
could do with more help. We've done work on metrics, and I think we've got 
good measures, but actually they are terribly painful to produce. That would 
be an area where I'm not sure we've got the management information 
systems. So, we do it, but it's agony." (K) 
"In our domestic market management information is adequate, but absolutely 
not yet on a global scale." (S2) 
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Question Representative quotations 
Factors that influence the credibility 
of the human resource function 
Credibility to influence business planning "some progress has been made with added value initiatives - HR's ability to 
influence more strategic issues is determined by credibility" (03) 
"It's a continual case of winning credibility with the management group. What 
you've got to do is deliver consistently. Rather than talk it, do it." (B) 
"I think because we have transformed ourselves to be offering something 
worthwhile, and have developed our relationships with the business, they 
understand what we are offering and buy into that. It needs to continue 
becoming more integrated into the way business gets done. In order for that 
to occur, we need to continue to have strong relationships with our 
businesses and in-depth understanding of their business and what they are 
trying to achieve." (P2) 
"You have to understand the business. If you're talking to someone in equity 
you have to understand what a share is and what a convertible bond is and 
what a derivative is. You have to understand what they do every day." (K) 
"In (one division] the influence rating would be 8/10; in another it would be 
only 3/10 and in another it would be 10/10. It depends on the human 
resource partner and the business area" (H3) 
"It's become much closer. More of a partner than a service provider. I would 
like to see a continuation of the development of partnership, with people 
considered as equals. For that to happen, it would be good to have senior 
people in the business going to human resources and ... it happening vice 
versa." (G) 
"The next phase is almost, how can you be like a think tank in the human 
resource function: to stimulate the business, to get managers thinking in 
different ways of how to manage people in their businesses. How do you add 
much more value to human capital, driving productivity through innovation?" 
(V2) 
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A p p e n d i x S i x : S t u d y T w o : T h e c e n t r a l i t y of c r e d i b i l i t y (cont'd) 
Q u e s t i o n R e p r e s e n t a t i v e q u o t a t i o n s 
F a c t o r s t h a t i n f l u e n c e t h e c r e d i b i l i t y 
o f t h e h u m a n r e s o u r c e f u n c t i o n 
(cont'd) 
F a c t o r s w h i c h contribute to credibility "If you get any one of these things wrong <Ulrich's factors> you're out of the 
door anyway" (C) 
"Last on the list is having a professional HR qualification. If someone tells 
me they need C I P D I just die. And it is so not global." (I) 
T h a t [professional body membership] is not going to cause you to have 
credibility, but if might be another facet of your credibility." (V3) 
"And to some extent I would say they need to show courage. I was speaking 
to a coach and we were saying that in human resources what you can't be 
frightened of is making enemies. Where you think something is not right you 
have to have the courage to confront. If you get to a point of conviction you 
do have to take a position." (S3) 
'An understanding of the key protagonists around the table. A credibility in 
the eyes of those around the table. Desire to take risks, and good old-
fashioned persistence. What I believe is critical is that someone is at e a s e in 
their own skin. They are confident, balanced. They're not political; not a reed 
in the wind. You've got to be solid." (S3) 
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I n t e r v i e w r e s p o n d e n t c o d e s ( f r o m T a b l e 3.10) 
H R O n e 
A, Global Head of CIB HR, LDN 
B, Global Head of CIB HR, LDN 
C, Global Head of CIB HR, P R S 
D, Global Head of Markets HR, NY 
E, Global Head of CIB HR, P R S 
F, Global Head of CIB HR, T O 
G, Euro Head of CIB HR, LDN 
H, Global Head of C I B HR, LDN 
I, Global Head of CIB HR, F F T 
J, Global Head of CIB HR, LDN 
K, Euro Head of IB HR, LDN 
L, Global Head of C I B HR, LDN 
M, Global Head of CIB HR, LDN 
N, Global Head of CIB HR, NY 
O, Euro Head of IB HR, LDN 
P, Euro Head of IB HR, LDN 
Q, Euro Head of IB HR, LDN 
R, Global Head of CIB HR, T O 
S, Global Head of Markets HR, LDN 
T, Not possible 
U, Global Head of CIB HR, TO 
V, Global CIB COO, LDN 
H R T w o 
A2, Not possible 
B, Asian Head of C I B HR, S N G 
C, Global Head of C I B HR, P R S 
G, Euro Head of CIB HR, LDN 
H, Global Head of C I B HR, LDN 
I, Global Head of C I B HR, F F T 
K, Euro Head of C I B HR, LDN 
N2, Global Head of CIB HR, NY 
02, Euro Head of IB HR, LDN 
P2, Euro Head of IB HR, LDN 
Q2, Euro Head of IB HR, LDN 
S2, Global Head of Markets HR, LDN 
T2, Global Head of CIB HR, LDN 
V2, Global Head of CIB HR, LDN 
B u s i n e s s T w o 
A2, Not possible 
B3, Asian Head of Fl Sales, SNG 
03, Global Head of DCM, LDN 
G3, Asian Head of F I C C , HKG 
H3, Euro Head of DCM, LDN 
13, Asian Head of Fl Sales, S N G 
K3, Euro Head of HY Sales, LDN 
N3, Asian Head of Credit, HKG 
03, Euro Head of F I C C , LDN 
P3, Euro Head of DCM, LDN 
Q3, Euro Head of Fl, LDN 
S3, C E O Asia Markets, HKG 
T3, Global Head of F I C C , LDN 
V3, Global Head of FIG, LDN 
F i r s t S t u d y : 2 2 t a r g e t s 
S e c o n d s t u d y : 14 t a r g e t s (if t h e H R r e s p o n d e n t w a s d i f f e r e n t t o t h e f i r s t s t u d y t h e y 
a r e d e s i g n a t e d w i t h a s u f f i x '2'. A l l b u s i n e s s l i n e m a n a g e r s h a v e a s u f f i x of '3'). 
2 8 5 
K e y : 
IB = I n v e s t m e n t B a n k L D N = London S N G = S i n g a p o r e 
C I B = C o r p o r a t e a n d I n v e s t m e n t Bank NY = New York T 0 = Toronto 
F l = F i x e d I n c o m e H K G = Hong Kong F F T = Frankfurt 
F I C C = F i x e d Income, C u r r e n c y a n d C o m m o d i t i e s P R S = P a r i s 
D C M = Debt C a p i t a l M a r k e t s 
F I G = F i n a n c i a l Institution G r o u p 
Cre d i t = s e c o n d a r y market credit 
H Y = High Y i e l d 
Markets = primary a n d s e c o n d a r y market activity a c r o s s all a s s e t c l a s s e s 
C 0 0 = C h i e f O p e r a t i n g Officer w ho w a s a l s o G l o b a l H e a d of H R 
2 8 6 
A p p e n d i x S e v e n 
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Strategic Risk Article 
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JPMorgan 
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MwlMtMHllniMiinianiaHidns ininaig^tFulnte%enc«f^Mrt 
fion f R looks at tlie «Mleng«e of atbacting and retatnlig people r e 
seief's mari«et It wmrkmvmiom d t ^ n t Bp^ wsecheeto meoswing 
r««um Ml human capfeal bweetmemand p r a ^ aofne <if the more 
pro^ieiMfifmtf stMCi^s to latee moie inraBtmen(> based a(3p^ 
IMareyortinaltiAMMMliaiPiiMltagfbr 
Carf«t I M m . Ewpaen Head or 
Maria aanlfey, Gtotel Head or HR 
lamiHadMr. Managiag dreacr. 
HS and Corponte Anurs 
Cfl^raup mc 
ramaiaKM**. HR OttBCtor, 
MefiaftSlaMey 
MeveOaoMa. Dtieetor HR CM ft 
C&MTiw Ifeiyel •ankarscalland pie 
AMtJUmMda. ao^ QentrM 
Man^, HR. KSac lank n c 
w w w J f r e . c o m / m a r k e t i n t e l l i g 9 n c e 
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M r market intGlligence 
T A L E N T P O R T F O L I O M A N A G E M E N T : 
L E V E R A G I N G H U M A N A S S E T S I N C A P I T A L M A R K E T S 
A N D I N V E S T M E N T B A N K I N G 
Beyond a n y f i i H * t . « v « y f i iMnc W iriBtitiitian'B p r i m * M M t i s i ts wortt forc* . b u t i t i s a l s o t h e a a s o t 
I s a s t s u b j a c t to t i a n s p a i a n c y of m a a s u r a m a n t and d a r i t y o f aocountabi l l ty . Mora important ly . K is 
a n a s s o t it d o a s n ' t a c t u a l y o w n o n a t h a t l a a v a s ttia ofTIca a v a r y avanhtg a n d is s o u ^ t af tar l»y 
rival f i r m s wi th p o c k a t e at l a a s t a s daap , 
AS (nary liwestnem iMoKtig eenices become 
wermore comtnoati&ed. witti drrtrHBhlng 
magna NgrHrargn buslnee M mmaHngf 
daved trom wpfiistKBied iiwesimem 
products and seMces irvoMng tar greater 
cross-deek collaboration and fewer pohts of 
contact wtlfi oELomen. TtieBe serv)c« can 
cny be onered by spedaiseO indVtduals and 
teams wtio are generally tlghly paid and ri 
hewyden^m 
flnandal seivlcee err^oyeiBpay mariy 
rmnons to their start and teans, but hew 
much Is astute Irvestment and how mXh Is 
wasted? Starr In one organisation do no4 
necessaniy flaurlEh when Ihey move to 
anothec regjstleEB or ther ooirpensaOon 
pacKages, so what other lectors are at pl^ and 
how can Ihey be meastred and managed 
more effectively? 
Suprtdngly. ^ e n these llrmr drtIV to 
manage Investments aid assess rftk h the 
capital marKets. iheir ability to apply the tame 
sMIls to their own hifnan capital Is Car lees 
developed 
Histoncaly, the approach to people 
management has relied upon gut-feel and 
lntulion,wnh headcountand cost sometimes 
bemg the only tuo metrics hwolvea' or has 
been passed to toe human resources 
department and not Integrated wiSi broader 
aiat«^. Moving to a more stiategc model tor 
mana^ng hunan reEoirc«s should not prove 
a ditnciit conceptual step to tatw n a sector 
wtiere mdvldjals deal every Oaf with 
questions or rtsK netom andlrweslment. 
The dtuatlon is changing as tinandai 
Institutions be^n to view toeir employee costs 
more as liwestment lhan ovemeacL but 
despite this growingawanenesthere has been 
no reteartf) on man^ gr^ g human capital In toe 
ssctorintllnow. 
Talent R m M M o ManagemMUbLeMfagnft 
Human Aawte In Capita Mailul* and 
hwMtmeni Banking Is a nmey Intdllgsnoe 
report ffom IFR It Offers an atpart anaiy as of 
techfiqueB betig enpKyed by some iiims to 
evaluate toe errecOveness of toeir himan 
capital hwestment ardecarrtnesthe Impact 
thsr nnanagement sirate^et have had on 
therprolltriillV 
The report examnes 23 leading tlrma 
rwealhga conslderaPlevanety m toeortent 
to which there Is a measurBmentt>ased 
approach to human capital Based on 
ottervhe research by the autoor and (Taivlng 
on caidid views of some very senior bankers, 
tins report should be esentlal read(\g for all 
tertor management 
spodltrillngthe veiy latest thtrMng and 
practice m human capital management iTom 
both toe llnandal serylces sector and other 
industneet toe report aiamlnes 
• Dtffeient approaches to htinan capital 
metrics and their relsltve proe and cons 
• Links betvveen stiategc people 
management engagement, and toe 
bottom nne 
• 1tie role or toe human rewuroe budnees 
partnerin strategic planrlng 
« Impllcallorisoftelent portfolio management 
for CGOs and buslnee martagers 
• The chalenges or dealing with stars'and 
"pl^ eFmanagerr. 
The concept oftitentponfoSo mirugcment 
Introduced n tols report Involves taMng an 
livectiTMnt' basaa slrate^c approach. Just m 
livestment In capital mariwts rwolves 
pcrttoios cr assets, a talent porttolk> can be 
iegnented Into different human asset groups 
- for emrple front once stars, toeir teems, 
and people in hey si4>port roles. The uttlmste 
goel IS to be conslsteritl^  able to have toe right 
) m toe nght place, at toe right time, tor 
) nght cost It Is not a rypoihetical process: 
I tor tns stody indcates that 
employers in capltol markets and irvestment 
banking are at least some w^ on the lounwy, 
and that many h»e made quiet but slgnlflcant 
progTsss m recent years. 
M A I O R B A N K I ^ R T i a m T i O N 
the Ulaw»ig22barto (orailtuiBd to the 
•MiKh and fndrgafexired In titi Rpat 
• mHAkfK) * Hsac 
• BmU^ Caplal • ING ea*. 
• Bark or America • jmorgm 
• BNPPntna • LehnwiBiDfiea 
• atgoup * Meirll lynctt 
• OBC « MCMganStiTley 
• CMycn • RcyaiaanktfQnadt 
• aedtSJau • R S 
• DaaacheBank • SociM GMote 
• QesdnerWehwon • Tcrcnio Oomrlon 
• CkldTun StetB « UflS 
A B O U T T H E A U T H O R 
nu l Mdrtdh is a nrtotf and member cr tw 
Financial Services PBcfoe or CiPanneq one 
orthe «o«niHd»)gekeeuKeaeaich lirm 
Rauls gitxtd peqpactve and taen aaaewnert 
aflUes are (TaMn rnm Hs eifieiience as a 
aertcr eitecuive and aeireh cvoltart h 
the nutarftunciJl cpmiw 
nuts cnxporaK caner has piodded him vitti 
a blend (f gcbd QonsUIng and Industry 
eipBienQi> turning tie baiisra tto ctoep 
undCBlmdhg or dvcBe cubfia and Ment 
rer^ jtementu PKMfoMly he wDrtiad trihe 
London (Cice (f Rice WMohoise. OMse 
Manfwtir) Bank miMidcn and Heng Kong 
andtwonulerlnindil Mfvicea lairm 
bQ4if<fiei L ^ r g teams re^dt le fcr 
c&«arg capUal murteb and inveriment 
banMfg tushes^ he was tivd«d in 
aasJgrmenB in e«iy maja oadng oenre in 
Nort\ Americk, EU:ep«, A d s ^ l c m d 
Ausraksis OuiWg m t»ne nu alaa proiUed 
Inanew market product vatungrer the fiaderji 
Reaeive and the Bank orBigand. 
nui leodved an MBA rem CXfhim LnwniV-
and Is current pueuk^ g a DoaDate in 
Buineas Iwn (he same sdttd. 
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R E P O R T 
C O N T E N T S 
E X E C U T I V E S U M M A R Y 
CHAPTER 01 
INTRODUCTION 
The value (vf humin capitil 
The marhet for Ulent in cipitil 
mariietx and irweslment 
btrtun% 
Teanworii and the hdNidual 
Regularlion and rail 
Can treatiiB people » • 
itnitcgic a « t delmr ntumH 
Aaeshg talent 





CHAPTER 0 2 
TALENT PORTFOUO 
M A N A G E M E N T : 
P O R T F O L I O 
S E G M E N T A T I O N 
A N D I N V E S T M E N T 
M A N A G E M E N T 
A. itFategk approach to 
marvgng human ie»UR» 
CHAPTER 0 3 
H U M A N C A P I T A L 
M E T R I C S F O R 
T A L E N T P O R T F O U O 
M A N A G E M E N T 
CaaeitLMy. Bsnksea return on 
lnva»nertt ofUSlsOm per 
year 
Eight featurea of hunan 
capital meauxment: a 
dfle rent view of the 
orgtristtton 
Hiitaric emphaiit on oat 
and hesdcount cieites 
pencrse hoentwes 
Himan capital n not owned 
bythe buariesa 
Responsbiity for himan 
capital apreadsacfOB the 
orgiriaation 
Hunan capital rreaiurea 
infonn oiecutire deciiian« 
judgement is itill required 
Inricaton ilioiid be relewant 
to buahen ob)eclMES 
A mil of quantitatiire arxl 
quditatMemeaum 
pnvide tiie besit plitfbrm 
StatiAicil modeling <an 
fidp an underataridhg of 
carnal this 
"Recent trends confirm that effective talent management-hiring andkeepfng 
the right stcff in theright positions -is the most important driver of competitive 
advantage for the banks, Tha report is a very timely and in^htful analysis of 
thestibject that should make compelHng reading for anyone hoking to 
maximise their investment in human capital." 
I MH«fun , Head of Equl V R c a m t c K Bue Oak Capital 
Systema thinking' re oopkion 
that an organiiatiDn ii a 
coniplBi Bxial entity 
Interorganiaation intetactkin 
Devdopnvnts in fiuman 
capital ineaajrei 
Making isd'otic cUrm 
Capturing vikje; arakiing iada' 
ROi on human reaources 
TirtiatNea: a chalengp 
How BH>ili>1he data? 
CHAPTER 0 4 
D I T E R E N T 
APPROACHES 
TO HUMAN CAPITAL 
METRICS 
Cofporetewide meaauies 
A more relevant meimjre of 
prefitatility 
Organiialiomiride hurran 
capital meann me nt 
Intelectuai capital 




IndmduaMevel meaaurcK tfie 
OBet value of keyindinduals 
Acalcubtnn for the netvioitli 
of an indviduel 
Return on inveatment gauging 
the rnpact of a human 
reiourccs hrtiative 
A human capitil indor 
ROI for human rcBXjrcea 
programmes 
CHAPTER 0 5 
L I N K S B E T W E E N 
S T R A T E G K : P E O P L E 
M A N A G E M E N T 
E N G A G E M E N T , A N O 
T H E B O T T O M L I N E 
People mirugement n 
findngi 
Rnarnal services retuma 
H ^ perfomiance work 
pndices 
In^ct of human rcsounet 
•ttategfes 
ROI fram urtdentandngthe 
intemal labour rariet 
Case itutV-DlBtt-USti 30m 
annual ROI by re-aipng 
mMsd 
Case study: National Qty Bnk -
nOI for training initiatiK 
Sponger returns thnug^ 
hurran resouixs piKtices 
Survival rslesoflfiOs 
The power of the social 
netiiinickatvnirk 
Case Auif. Standard Ufie-
irTiprwed retention with tfie 
help of employee auiveys 
Stock analysts begin to stui^ 
empbyee data 
Impact on itock prioea 
Finandal impact of 
engagement 
Comparatm influence on 
profitabiliv 
Roearch crrtKisn 
CHAPTER 0 6 
MPUCATIONS FOR 
CEOs AND BUSINESS 
MANAGERS 
Tlw fondamsital role of the 
CED chief talent officer 
CEO inlluenoe the mle of 
the huirvi reaources fondnn 
Capital mariiets and inueitment 
banking lector rcnarch 




Who B rranagng the human 
reaouices? 
Moves to a latent portfoio 
manag^ent approach 
The chalei^of introduchg 
meaaurB 




Implcaiiona of tiie iritial 
re«reh and folkvwup survey 





CrediiiliV b the human 
lESOurces fonctbn 
Indrridualcredibifty 
Regulation and rbfc miragement 
Combating people-related risk 
Some oiganiiatiorB hwe made 
the breakthnu^ 
Sunmy: powing influence for 
the human renunai role 
hiiman capital metrics b practice 
Surrrnsiy 
CHAPTER 0 7 
A D D I N G V A L U E A N D 
M A N A G I N G R I S K : 
T H E R O L E O F T H E 
S T R A T E G I C H U M A N 
R E S O U R C E S A D V I S E R 














CHAPTER 0 8 
C O N C L U S I O N 
Impicationtfbrthe orggnBatiDn 
Implications for human capital 
measurei 
Challsigetto intnducbg 






• WDrg-in Stanley 
• The R.jT/^ l Bink of Scctlind 
• uas 
Thfse prc.|ib!werrther«ult 
cf in-dcf'th interviews covering 
the fclliwing hey themes 
- Hjrrvinrescjrces structure 
- Hjn j^n n i^ctjrcei 
pipresentatbn ondinftjencc 
- Is talent man^ ement treated 
as a stiategi: matter? 
- l-ijn->in capitil n-iejsur« 
used 
- Inbmiabcri systems 
- Is ttiere a fDtmsl hun>in 
capital leport? 
If f*a^ lM.Mn>|rla mit^b tm^ 
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P R I O R I T Y O R D E R F O R M 
woiM 1(6 to Older the folowing reports: 
F O R M A T S & D I S C O U M T S 
To raqiMctquctas fof CDF wctons 
and iTiuMila cofrios of tha rcporti 
«iru^ ad ria ag ttb« ftf^thornson-COffl 
• TALMIMMIIWJD M M I i n i f Ift • tiMSAn$ia«s • a t i A n $ i * n 
WW a • • ews/us}i]fs • e5»VUS}1C75 
n*OfP(I?nJtiTESN HBDU USTCMir«.HMIMH raai • • {«S/IJB}13« • ES»VlBtlC75 
G'omFRJHTESN MUMGM nLMMHEm DGCOt • • WS/UBtlUS • EStVUStlDTS 
• offXFtuNTESN mm i»mr»mviLitufm mot • • €MS/UBi13SS • eS»I /U5} IW5 • ORXFiUNiESN mmu cumLmimKwn • • asaiU}T7» •EBaa'is}t47i • U B M L U f l M U M I H III URSTBffBgS WC TOqaWCE Foiei • • e4Ps/UBfiin OSAKfiJBtTM • •HMMWNHHLmnurCWK^CUSOCMyBaFMX U K 07 • • E4iyU5f7M • MIIBMMllllMILillMIJNUWIkntEUIOPEWUWMHyErTOaOIS • • £«SS/UB}12tS •estvuBtws 
• WIMIBIWMlMiMllfcTHECOMHBEPICimg IUND7 • • ECTfUBtiaO juurw • • 0PS/IJ5|1447 • i»IMiail«tK»lt*l»WMIW»IWIUlMfc«WWNgg3TrTO5USWNMUTY • 
TOTML 





1 P A Y M E N T O P T I O N S 
• IttrttfttofMybydicque HeasemaHe O^equespiyattetaThofTuonFrwicialUd. 
Q HftMeMiM. D w m M tteMtmycradKeanl DAmedcanBipress^Klsa D^setercard 
nicmx aimro 
tnnamt 
< » . l II II II II II II II II II II II II II 1 1 1 ITFINGLOB 
CNDWUXIINMC: SnmiTCCWJ j 1 j |j 1 
iwff an 





Vyouaicm EU lagjUgwil eomiany p t M t s M u i k your WKr/^A/lll OMS/MWST/im/IYA/fPA numtier 
IMJ WKVk MIMMNIH ))eforts Jicde^ »uried by coulter and come wnha 2B-day money back gunntee Itam Itie dak onleied Men relLircd In poMct conttttan 
•riSIUMMIHBMMIeMvrbwkc orpcBtloanyDfttTTmrBonRniricfellocitbrBbelow,ttcClerrta^reeslhittnieRlefliMndlrf, 
P I m k * c o n t a c t , o r s o n d c o m p w t M f o r m to: 
• IIMM(,MBOUIASr«AfWCA NCWTHAMHCA A S * 
.Thomson Fnancial. RolMitH.Mls,DlrBctorofSal«B. MariaLM. Sales Manager. 
Thomson Rnandal, 195 Broadw^- 1hon»aon Rnandal 1B/F Ayala LWe- FQU Cantar. 
22nd Floor, Now \bfK Hi, 10007 6811 ^ l a Avenue. Makati City, Metro Manila 1226. Philippines 
PliafMi-t-646 822 3574 FhoM+632 678 5629 
R b x i+646 822 3628 f t e + 6 3 2 817 8956/-»^632 325 8122 
Emolt mariaJeefilihomaoaoom m i . » - • • » 
Aldgate House. 33 Aldgate High 
Street London EC3N1DL. UK 
HMsntt-^4 (0)20 7369 7519 
Fait+44 («20 7369 7333 
I adrtan^lbertf^thomson.com Gifalb r«bertmlllf(^hom9Daoom 
Fromtinietotinvwe iny'lo* iqxuble cgnpaniea towirte to you wHh offei»of idnanoe 
and Inteiotto ynu-pniieBon. If you do notwidito nc«we Bjch offien. pteaaetick hen • SVVl^/OdO? 
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If people are your greatest asset, you ought to be putting a 
value on that asset and risk managing i t The sums at risk 
may tum out to be astonishingly high, says Paul AUridi 
RISK MANAGEMENT 
AND TALENT 
Wi n • aatnpmj umooDca thtt Itt pBo^ m H i most iapanuU imet. It •o iBi i l i l lki • plidtiidE, K i l l c y a I m d to ^ u i D T K . I conqinijnfBX 1c 
K ^ ' O a r p c o i d m o u r g m t E c t n u n x c^i ldc ' . i t 
cn^ght i L U b l I more stlExitiaij 
b nillt)i, people i n bolh. thry m pctnury 
nuice of ial iu and tbe gxmtzst maiaoe c£rkk ia ma 
apnimttinn, and this becsina •ocentiuted ia 
n luE waria InduttrlEi, cWactaiaed by mmilHn-
•Ue iuTcHumiti ia kitEllectail cxpllil and bisb 
k n b o f nmi iaEnt ia i i i . Kor example, in the c^iltal 
tnadgU wod luTeiUueul bmldqg lecto-, l y to SjX 
si u imul eipeiiditimli people lelitod. 
QaneUknil miovenusit end acoonotaixy die-
p l i f iDhiitcaicUBitDWardi miDqiiiB a K t i flat 
tie oTOcdbytliecampaaj.and xacaiitority the 
QCMts that are m a n euilymeuuied. Tlicliaauti 
u ie t i b i n d by d v oQinpui7 - tlidr talmt, bnoiri-
ed§e aad^vB>s of wtsddiy —reoedve lea i ttentiaiL 
Ibey p u i under the tide lotaiqifale', «fai<li ia n n c -
thiqj i of a ndroaoser, glvDi that they wal^ iolD the 
«Ddq>lase c m 7 da.r, talk widi eicb uths u d wid] 
ctutsnietr, bidld akilU, himriedge end apslence 
and aie generally r r y nnriblf fa- debrgriey the 
ponmiaea made by ezecutiva to ahaiphtddera. 
IndUonal financial aExmati do not e a a n a p u 
the v^ne o r tbe liak aaaodaleci with employing 
hl^--»«h» people, i W e i i n o r e c o i d to tbfflnan-
dal aasonla beadr^ Vnat of U lad Una ' , or "fiae-
yeanctumafeBectlnleadeidiip-dewlDpinmt 
pn^gmnmc^. But tLe gain and l o a a &ain the 
human capital tuwauuenti which coonpanlu make 
aie U t dincdy en tbe bottom line. 
EJiacuaakn o f ' i l ^ in d K managemoit of tJent ia 
aftm natricted to dlacuarioDa of litigatitm liak & « n 
the failure to oluerre emplaymentlawa or apedfic 
indui Cry r^jularinr\i. However, a coonprehenaivc 
a T H M O i of people-related t iakwuld coaermuch 
n u m . Reputatioaal liik, far example, aiovkl ctncr 
rjitwmlirm.m\im j f alg WTfl TT*TTy "*l*TTtni'illTT'1r •^T^ 
Ulahcet of teaching ttibuab aodixwtpqien. 
And the b m d e r qtntlon cf Uddea riaki from 
the fadse lo bave the rigbt peopk hi the r ^ t place 
at die r ^ t time far t i z ri^ c n t and ddly aipi |Bd 
canbe mnaidnable. High ati f f tumvei: far exam-
ple, baa dkectcoHaanili iaKanJifeea, andindinct 
cmta auck ai maoagBiEiit time, but it c i a alio lead 
to aignlficant opportunity cxjata Loat buainai h n o 
empty aeati, ormimed oppoatunitia toadie h i ^ 
nur j in deala in new marketx. 
tftbdanmae broadly defined peopletclated ride 
could be quantified, the amouata atatake wanddbe 
ao p|i' wlr i l i i j ly l i lg l i that it woidd compel man-
men to devote a la r^ proportion of their time to iL 
In the *^p***l maiksti and iuteauuent banldiy 
aecto^ far example, the talent hired ia of ohrloiu 
irrsportaom. One aignificant riak k that a 'atar' mqr 
loan; and be fallowed by hia or b s doae adle V I E a 
and cuatoanen. 
QmaUertfaeTiewofa bnainaa luau^e i quoted 
in a CKW IFR M n k d Intall^gena rqmat cm talent 
managmient io cardial nmikEta and iuvealiuent 
banldi^. He obacjva that buatnoi m a n ^ B X bxve 
not kirtaalcally h e n held to acoDiBt Cm iB d z 
cnata whkh an klentifiBble people rekled liakl, Kir 
initanoche mjn datf B f B i d i e baadn bave not tmly 
A d i s c r i m i n a t i o n c a s e 
c o u l d c o s t a c o m p a n y 
i t s r e f i u t a t i o n as w e l l 
a s m o n e y 
quantified the OMt to ^IniBineH of kv ias pcopk. 
] t k n i u d i n i a n l f a a n J i i K t & c a i e ofk»trwcoue. 
i t t tn !• t}yr m n ^ r m i T i t ttmc in rccmltinEnt, nsd 
the rijH^ efecto on Tnnmlfi I f aintypcaopw^gM, 
tbepcmiaslttiiig jxKt dooirlhLals ^ boniU I be 
»k(riL<»:^  of rec^^ninf IddT' 
Tli i i mnagcr b d k n it i i ptadble to iioBiEliy 
the loBBi u i d g i k u £ncD pBOi^c-nElatBi kiiliativEc 
on • mare rigarmu b u l l , uu3 t idy i a d i c i t l m > r 
tlat the nnmberli ^ury' , to tue hi i wonL He envlt-
• g a • znoTc towanU p Bionnanoe-r^lE cl •hwlaw 
rafcnae jharaJ between the b u i i m s end 
himum Twm ouidbi f mxrticia, related to the liopect id 
high peHbrmmce, lutq|iileil, i n i u i l m n i t , de^kip-
nKutaDdntEntiacipDlLdei. latldi^MjrpiU diOK 
n^poniihle £ar peaple-xeUted \M.%jLikm en upoaed 
to tKe rlik that they £iil, to eneure itrce^eT 
i T i T i % r ' " * " * o f tbe o m a U ^iim«ti moorcc envi-
raocnent Then ia • m c a o e impact hue ai m a 
cotf efl lde«yli i i& 
I k l n t p o f t f s l i o m a n a g a m m t 
l l ie H i f M ^ * of talent portfaHo management 
IsTolm takiiy an luTtiuueut baaed atratnlc 
i p p r w k to the mao^gemmt oTbuiuau maelx. Joat 
aa cextafai capttal maifaA activity involxea die man-
a g s m t <^ amet portfaiiaa, one m concdve of a 
taleot po^^Jolio e^ j^ ^^ ^^ n^ ed n^i^ ff dii^ Sen93t boro^Di 
a T t jjfiTiufi ~frfmf'n*^* frcBib^fficc ' i t in' , t b d r 
teamaaod people i a k c y M ^ i f K i r t i i d e L CEOi caobc 
Henaadxleft^ciiC offlcen/chief (people) infeat-
m o i t a f f i o B ^ fSifMooal raan^gen (Ear examjde, 
fixed inrome, eqal t^ a i divMocial portjcJlo man-
B g n , heada of Unea i^buaii ieH ( i« DCM. ECU. 
nG) M btninaa porifalio nianagen,hnman 
raouioe |MiUmia aa partfalio ana^aC^ and 
raaoume apecialiab aa people rlakmanageix, 
Tlmie la now ahody [ / k n o i d i d f ^ ' " " " • o 
:a[:rDiaaD7i. 
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PtOPLE 
m e u y r u fr f i l^ can be i m l u p n t c^k 
t tnkgic wppnm^i to the managpnuoit of h u m i n 
m a n i c u . T l x concept of tilcot iKutfuto mn^yt* 
m c D t i i t D t n i t mpymuyt MK peo|de MM h fanwt-
inent, not m ca^ It fa a FoDcUnieDlal cklft in per-
ipoctfrc, faii|i^Hsg an iniJezKtajiJliig oFtfaE aofuii-
i i d i M ] H m dynixiilc Bxl czinipkx ayrtem vifaere tSic 
talent poalii apncDtad i n d B K L i q g i m t i i i t 
by a b ia tnef l aware •od buainea fiscuaed 
a r u D o m dc^MitniE&t, eqnLppeil iffllh qipro-
paiate iTatenu tnd buman c i p i t i l ralalEd mdaricit 
TbcIFRiepart iadiula ilacilptLaciiiifctatirtical 
modeBing that bura memblance to other rtatlt-
tka-bawd nodeb ofrii lc Exacdj the pefaici-
p h i can be mp^ik^ Id p e o i ^ ooe hai ikta on 
i tar tEn, lEaren, { B m o t i i s B K i d b o n u H , o n 
turoDnRT of oppu'i^uBi Ule p s £ m i e n , 1^ ezm^ile, 
o u C K the puDbifaUltj that a puuuiutka or • 
banuk wiH belp to retain a top perfomMX Once this 
laintEpsted into the mm^gonstf c^ftie a ^ n l a a -
tion, iheo qiiprQiEimate n c u o f t s of R t a m oo 
lonatment for peapLe-rdated isitialiicB can be 
niaile. Fcr uample, i f i t can be ilBtitfLcallf danon-
•trttpd M probable that a bonm^ procnolinn, 1 wdrr-
ih%) dgrdcpment or n a y ••ignment. will h c ^ to 
retain Arun^ peifLameia, the extra retunu f t a m 
dda xctDxtiaiii o n be eatimatedind omnpazed with 
tlieliiJilalliiaatiiieiiL 
• l i t niEBdqgfii l meaaura can and bare b BBO devd-
opeii MoRnvEr, t i n e li a dlRCI Impact on com-
pany p a & R D S D a m l d i o K pri<z n U i ^ 6 m tbe 
iabaumi dynamka o f t l i r h n m a i i i e a o u m envimn-
meoL Stoclc aoaljota n starting to look m m k t I -
o i ^ y at iTvtr^naa audi as man^grmrnt atmigd^ 
I l^ ana aod w i i j i l i i j M rr^gaywngut aia^ 
m e baal CXOa am aharing t l m aa part 
of tfadr q i w l E i l y amlyst b i ieAiv . Oiynlair irvn 
ore incnaafa^ybuildlpg audinxmozei into the 
managrroent of tkririuf eiLmeot ta talcsit 
Ibe busiiiesi majugerquoted above ioiliEalm 
tliat tbe IdKmic mllcBicc to ^ tba mqr adnally be 
becaiim the n inu at stalDe are crabanmsim^y h^gb, 
mbertbasbaid to qnandfy, h n ^ alaobe dl&nlt 
to acknowledge jmt buiff larga apimaa liopof coni-
paiiy value baa blatorlcal^beDi pot at lialc tbrom^ 
the last of a alraMglc or qatonatlc apptoadi to 
taloiti 
P r a g r a c s l v a a p p r o a c h 
k ia U U y ^ t a paogRmbe am! a t iBl^jc appioacb 
t o t a l o i t managooeot alao emeodos a climate io 
iriilaJiiaJiTiiliialaaR Ima Unhrtoba Boavenriaad, 
make aerfaua emoi, cz-ediE tbe esiqJajcr to a iiJbu-
md.lbaahsiixw mpeapkTdatEdilalia, ounddeof 
market and oa l l t lelatad r l ^ will aDow a i ^ n l a a-
tlaaa ID aadrfy dvlr iqdamay npo i fa i l l tba , 
Ibe em^babaoaaibbbaaadaHHuaUiinthe 
Rnaodal Senkea Aidfamlty^ N2 i^gidationa puis 
thcfocua firmly upoo vettfog, ccanpetDioe and pro-
U y of kadlvidiala and taama. Aa 
McEwtf EibaiBeCDopBS noted fa 2001, aboitly 
after tlv r^ulatfaaia came into farcei I b e aniral of 
N l bnlded a fundamental aldft tcwarda tlx Inqmr-
tanoe of penile Bian^genusit fa firma' oonqdiancc 
•idriilnuBaa^mentatrBtqglB Rmia win need 
talookcK^uIly at tbe bUoviogta enure they 
i^ ^m^^ s^ uuu^pJiaQt as a^ eH as ^  n f^ iiip^ i^t jyci S^se jvoa^ 
lianiivafbiEnBOTaaiaTce managemoit l a part o f 
iAwpinietip h n r i o B i jdannfag; th» reladon^iip 
between human rejoorce nuaagEment, riaktoan-
Vgenmtt and om]|i3lann, and the n e o f n ieann^ 
ment inhmnaniemnce mttmgpauat to uhaw 
it i> ohen •upjuawl tbit o a x ^ a n c e with 2 ^ 1 ^ 
I f t h e m o r e b r o a d l y 
d e f i n e d p e o p l e - r e l a t e d 
risk c o u l d b e q u a n t i f i e d , 
t h e a m o u n t s a t s t a k e 
w o u l d b e e y e - w a t e r i n g l y 
h i g h 
t l a ie a deed wdgbt ibr emploTcnL Bat if a atrate-
gic ippraach to talent thatiiivuliaa putting lome 
mcaama on r h l a end r e t u r n , and which ia geued 
toHsda Dommcidal objectifci, aLeohe^i to enanie 
fr¥fnp]I• nr^ with FSA roles, thia EcpreKnta a ligniB* 
cent ci|]§JDrtunity lor ensplujeii i n the fhiandal 
ler^lcci induatr j to aecnrc an rHerrtye 'wfa'Wfa'' 
At CfapDiip wbo a s featned fa l i z i ra lepurl , 
risk man^gEmmt and y""^i» m a n ^ c n m t arc c m -
•idcnd Jointly, and then ia a comprJiEnaife range 
of p e r f i m a n c x meaniiea. fa part, tk^ uuwc came 
• a a reapoaae I d tbe E a r n ac aodal. 
JUak i w w ^ ^ m ^ r ia leeo aa a ' t i ' i—it»inw g[ 
fwaijii iiiaiiagi iiu ill, and vice versa, jays alexdar 
biuu ao re source prnfieaaioiia]. He aays tbat reputa-
t i a H l liak ia wlsBe p n o ^ am not akgned w i ^ 
aiDBnlaatfai^i guala fa n ^ e c t c f diek mapoanibi]!-
tieaarbebavfaur. Otber rlaks oonld ccanefrum 
cmplcym llrigatlmi —a diacriminalLaa cam coidd 
onat tbc company its leputatloo as well aa money 
l l ie Royal I n k of Scodand baa a bnmBi 
R a o o m a ilak lEBiv and pioduoB a mondily 
people-ickted risk n p o r t . Moipoi Stanley alao p n -
diazB a aetafmoaitfaly rlakrepnrlsfardie baiJi^a 
riak tjiauuilttee, w U b L e b m n IrodmiabBa k ^ d a 
McXtnaeyoonaullant to wodr on people-related 
One oTdia ma)ar cbaDengaa fa tfaia ana ia diat 
taqmnalblbtyia apread so wide witbfa m organka-
tfaav wbile B x > ^ ia diat f i l l la m m t n a l H l 
bmanac of ^  fa^lbly mdUlc natsiR of FBiple. A I 
I aR, fa part at loait, Raponalble far d a 
gpgasort of d » takaitfa tfaeir 
mama, and do v r U to remember dmt tbese aai eta 
i M c I q a . 
Succmaful ^ipnMcliei to rjak and talent xnan^ge-
n m t tend 10 iavcdvc leadeial^p 6sBB the Inp ofdie 
os^niaatiaas. WbcR a CEO aem bkn orfaaaaelf aa 
tlm ddcf talent cifficer]/ddef iiitnfii idilcer, 
reapnnaiblr far dw nurturing and perfannaiKe 
people within tbe tjyinlaarifn. thai ownpay la 
bdterpodtlnicd to maxfadae perfaimance. 
Faut AUrU* ia a pMHS kgUaTaaaiBkilrm C m n a n s 
a m f t t a l h a ^ T a W f t a j t i H . I f m ^ i i n a f 
JLaaf iq lv f taxnAKt i to C q d l a l M a d b k ^ 
toaMRt BanbiV'. puUdui^Ji^ 2007 R , w n r l ^ 
Biaifalk<iOi|aaasanii/rAUKr.^POKm)UO_Ki4N-
AoodanfOHniiwM^ 
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Paul Aldricii 
From: Burke St. John 
Sent: 23 October 2007 18:14 
T o : Paul Aldrich 
Subject: Re: John Bradley, Global Head of HR, JPMorgan and Mike Cavanagh, C F O , JPMorgan 
You b e t . Both guys a r e c u r r e n t c l i e n t s ' N i c e work. 
Burke S t . John 
V i c e Chairman 
G l o b a l Head of F i n a n c i a l S e r v i c e s 
C T P a r t n e r s 
1166 Avenue of the A m e r i c a s , 3rcl F l o o r 
New York, NY 10036 
(Phone) 212-588-3515 
(Fax) 212-688-5754 
( C e l l ) 917-536-8144 
b s t j o h n l j c t n e t . com 
O r i g i n a l Message 
From: P a u l A l d r i c h 
To: Burke S t . John 
Cc: D e i r d r e Kenny; J e n n i f e r S i l v e r ; J e n n i P r i o r 
S e n t : Tue Oct 23 12:59:09 2007 
S u b j e c t : John B r a d l e y , G l o b a l Head of HR, JPMorqan and Mike Cavanagh, CFO, JPMorgan 
Dear Burke, 
John B r a d l e y j u s t c a l l e d h a v i n g r e c e i v e d t h e E x e c Summary o f t h e I F R Report and t h e 
r e p o r t i t s e l f . He t h i n k s t h a t i t s c o n t e n t i s v e r y t i m e l y f o r them i n terms of c u r r e n t 
i n t e r n a l d e b a t e s . He w i l l r e v i e w i t f u r t h e r , come up w i t h a p l a n , and i n v i t e me and 
maybe o t h e r s from C T P a r t n e r s t o go i n and d i s c u s s t h e f i n d i n g s i n more d e t a i l . 
He i s unsure on the e x a c t format, c o n t e n t and a u d i e n c e but w i l l work on t h i s and c a l l 
me back. Mike Cavanagh, CFO, a l s o r e c e i v e d the l e t t e r s i g n e d by you and me and had 
c o n t a c t e d John a s k i n g him t o f o l l o w up. 
Q u i t e g r a t i f y i n g r e a l l y - i t makes e v e r y o n e s e f f o r t s w o r t h w h i l e . 
B e s t r e g a r d s , 
Paul A l d r i c h 
P a r t n e r 
F i n a n c i a l S e r v i c e s 
C T P a r t n e r s (UK) L i m i t e d 
80 V i c t o r i a S t r e e t 
London 
SWIE 5 J L 
(P) +44 (0) 207 901 0480 
(F) +44 (0) 207 901 0401 
(M) +44 (0) 7887 726 220 
www.ctnet.com 
C T P a r t n e r s UK L i m i t e d i s r e g i s t e r e d i n E n g l a n d and Wales. Company No. 4064122. 
R e g i s t e r e d o f f i c e : 80 V i c t o r i a S t r e e t , London SWIE 5 J L 
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, B N P P A R I B A S 
Paul Aidrich 
Partner, Financial Services Practice 
CT Partners 
80, Victoria Street 
London 
SW1E5JL 
11"" October 2007 
Dear Paul 
Thank you for your letter of the 10th October enclosing a copy of your thesis. I have 
Looked through the Executive Summary, some of the Case Studies and the 
conclusion;- it certainly adds significantly to the debate.I will read it through 
thoroughly and then talk to some of my colleagues in both London and Paris.It would 
be good if at some stage you were to come into the Bank to discuss your findings 
with some of the senior players in Paris and London. 
yours smcerely 
Tim Doyle 
BNP Parrbas Lcindon Branch 
10 Hjirwnod Avenue Inndon NW1 6AA - IH: .44 10120 7595 2000 • fa.: .44 I0I2O 2595 5110 - ww«.bnppaiilavcom 
IncwpofJttit m ffjnct nilh Imlrd liab'.tv ir^'rim Oll^f: 16 boutMrd bn ll l l»n\ VWn-j Pa<is. ffawT 662 0*1 4i9 ftrt fVK 
EMPPkntm Loodo^  n ^uNvonJ b. fTn I AM) and Ihc l-nifnil S#rvm AuUxiolv; jnJ n n^iiblcil bv Ihr fiosncul ^rrwn AuthOfilv ID* ihr iiatdurl i (11 hiivnm m 1h. Ihilrfl t'midcni 
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Paul Aldrich 
From: Wylde, Victoria (Victoria.Wylde@rt3s.co.uk] on behalf of Daniels, Steve (Director. HR CM 
and GBM) [Steve.Daniels@rbs.com] 
Sent: 05 June 2007 08:34 
To: Paul Aldrich 
Subject: R E ; The IFR guys .. 
Paul, 
I would l i k e to suggest tha t we get N e i l Roden, Group HR D i r e c t o r , to w r i t e t h i s forward. 
Can I ask for some more information - I w i l l need a d r a f t of what you envisage the forward 
w i l l say and a high l e v e l summary of the research. Can you a l s o confirm t i m e s c a l e s ? 
I w i l l then speak with N e i l . 
I am i n Asia for the week, but please l i a s e with Vicky Wylde (0207 672 2490), i n my 
o f f i c e , i f you need anything f u r t h e r . 
Thanks, 
Steve 
> O r i g i n a l Message 
> From: Paul A l d r i c h (SMTP:paldrichSctnet.com) 
> Sent: 21 May 2007 09:21 
> To: Daniels, Steve ( D i r e c t o r , HR CM and GBM) 
> Cc: MCCORMICK, John, GBM 
> Subject: The IFR guys .. 
> 
> *** WARNING : This message o r i g i n a t e s from the I n t e r n e t *** 
> 
> 
> Dear Steve, 
> 
> As you know the IFR would l i k e to use some of the non a t t r i b u t a b l e 
> m a t e r i a l from my re s e a r c h on a named (bank) b a s i s for a report they 
> are publishing and I b e l i e v e they have asked or w i l l be asking your 
> permission f o r t h i s . 
> 
> They have a l s o asked me i f I would recommend one of the top banks for 
> t h e i r CEO to w r i t e a short forward for the report. 
> 
> I have t o l d them t h a t I w i l l send you the f i n a l d r a f t of the report so 
> that RES can have f i r s t r e f u s a l on t h i s . I w i l l not share t h i s with 
> any other bank u n t i l I hear from you. 
> 
> I n my opinion RBS i s probably f u r t h e r ahead than any of the other 
> banks i n your space and t h i s may be r e a l l y good PR the bank. 
> 
> I w i l l t h erefore send you IFRs f i n a l cut so you can d i s c u s s i n t e r n a l l y . 
> 
> 
> Best regards, 
> 
> Paul A l d r i c h 
> Partner 
> F i n a n c i a l S e r v i c e s 
> 
> CTPartners (UK) Limited 
> 80 V i c t o r i a S t r e e t 
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P a u l A i d r i c h 
From- '^Nalbantlan, Haig lHaig.Nalbantlan@mercer.com]^L,.-U( -^-'^c Rc-K-c- -
Sent: 18 August 2007 04:41 r^.-c^ - U U H K A ^ b Ui-Kc To: Paul Aidrich; phil@whileleywords.com "^ ^ ' • '^ '"^ (.^  ^ v_r. 
Subject: Re: Follow up . 
Gays, the person who heads Mercer's FS sector business segment g l o b a l l y -^^V ^"^""'^^'^ 
in our idea about a j o i n t l y sponsored event to focus on HC management i n '^e IB sector 
She would l i k e to t r y to organize for as e a r l y as October 2 or 5 i n nyc. " h l l e that i s a 
t i g h t turnaround, we think i t could be done and we could get a good group of cmpanies to 
out the d e t a i l s . 




O r i g i n a l Message 
From: Paul A i d r i c h <paldrichectnet.com> 
To: Nalbantian, Haig; phiiewhiteleywords.com <phiiewhiteleywords.com> 
Sent: Thu Aug 09 19:48:49 2007 
Subject: Re: Follow up ... 
Absolutely. 
Best regards, 
Paul A i d r i c h 
Partner 
F i n a n c i a l Services 
CTPartners (UK) Limited 
80 V i c t o r i a Street 
London 
SWIE 5JL 
(P) +44 (0)2079010480 
(F) +44 (0)2079010401 
(H) +44 (0)7887725220 
www. ctnet. com 
O r i g i n a l Message 
From: Nalbantian, Haig <Haig. Nalbantian(?mercer. com> 
To: P h i l Whiteley <phil8whiteleywords.com>; Paul A i d r i c h 
Sent: Thu Aug 09 11:58:46 2007 
Subject: RE: Follow up ... 
Sorry for the confusion. I think the idea was to use the p u b l i c a t i o n of your study as the 
b a s i s of a j o i n t Thomson-Mercer Session on human c a p i t a l management i n the IB sector . We 
would t r y to bring together IB c l i e n t s to d i s c u s s the fi n d i n g s of your work and Mercer's 
methodologies of HC measurement and management that you have kindly featured i n the study. 
My thinking was one s e s s i o n i n NYC, one i n London. 
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Appendix Eight 
Extracts from the UBS shareholder report showing failings in people risk management (UBS, 
2008) 
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Appendix Eight: Human resource weaknesses cited by UBS 
People risk not considered adequately in business strategy 
Insufficient challenge of the business case and governance approach: The manner in which DRCM was 
established did not correctly weigh the strength of UBS as an organisation against the perceived 
importance, interests and demands of a few individuals, and allowed exceptional levels of autonomy within a 
complex and nonstandard governance model. 
Added growth pressure for IB Fixed Income: DRCM was not viewed as an outsourcing of IB's Fixed Income 
capability. Rather, the IB intended to grow its own Fixed Income business, notwithstanding the loss of 
PFCA, a major component in the creation of DRCM. This in turn added to the pressure to grow IB Fixed 
Income. 
Fixed Income Growth orientation: The IB was focused on the maximization of revenue. There appears to 
have been a lack of challenge on the risk and reward to business area plans within the IB at a senior level. 
UBS's review suggests an asymmetric focus in IB Senior Management meetings on revenue and P&L, 
especially when compared to discussions of risk issues. Business-peer challenge was not a routine practice 
in those meetings. 
Lack of challenge within the IB to IB Fixed Income strategy: The review benchmarking UBS with peers that 
had been commissioned from an outside consultant, and the subsequent development and presentation of 
an ambitious Fixed Income growth strategy to the IB Management Committee and the G E E , were intent on 
closing perceived gaps to competitors, but apparently were not sufficiently challenged internally. In particular 
it seemed to be assumed that there were no infrastructure constraints that might affect implementation, that 
requisite skills existed or could be hired, or that there was no balance sheet utilization limit or other natural 
market barriers. 
Limited substantive off-cycle strategic re-assessment within the IB: Notwithstanding quarterly meetings held 
by IB Management, there does not appear to have taken place a significant (re)assessment (or resulting 
change) In IB strategy outside the routine annual process over the relevant period. This seems to contrast 
with peer investment banks who conducted reviews more frequently. 
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Appendix Eight: Human resource weaknesses cited by UBS, cont'd 
People risk not considered by senior business line management 
Failure to own the business: Members of the IB Senior Management apparently did not sufficiently challenge 
each other in relation to the development of their various businesses. The Fixed Income strategy does not 
appear to have been subject to critical challenge, for instance in view of the substantial investments in 
systems, people and financial resources that the growth plans entailed. 
People risk due to a lack of succession planning 
Loss of senior Fixed Income risk management expertise in the IB: The creation of DRCM had a significant 
impact on the IB businesses and leadership, in particular as applied to Fixed Income. At the IB, there was a 
change in CEO and in Fixed Income leadership, and two key IB businesses (PFCA and CRE) were, from the 
IB's perspective, lost in the sense that considerable talents had moved from the IB to DRCM and were no 
longer available for the IB's own growth initiatives in that business field. The leadership changes also had an 
impact on the level of risk management expertise available at the IB, in particular as the IB's new 
leadership's acknowledged expertise was in sales and not trading (especially Fixed Income trading). 
Lack of succession planning: On establishment of DRCM, leadership succession at the IB was identified on 
a reactive basis, rather than as a part of a wider and long standing succession planning arrangement. 
People risk due to over utilised management bandwidth 
Distraction for Senior Management: Both the formation and dissolution of DRCM were highly distractive for 
Senior Management. This arose in two key ways. Firstly, DRCM's formation required the focus of IB Senior 
Management and therefore reduced their ability to attend to the ambitious growth plans of Fixed Income. 
Secondly, DRCM's dissolution absorbed considerable time of both Group and IB Senior Management at a 
critical point in the deterioration of the Subprime sector. 
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Appendix Eight: Human resource weaknesses cited by UBS, cont'd 
People risk due under resourced infrastructure support 
DRCM's use of the IB s control framework and infrastructure platform: IB operational and logistics support 
and control oversight functions had to cover both the retained (and growing) IB Fixed Income business as 
well as the DRCM business (which was essentially a new business venture being built from scratch). 
Additionally, the ongoing discussions around establishment and implementation of the DRCM business and 
the complex issues it raised (e.g. a separate risk framework for the OIF and CFC) required substantial 
attention from members of IB, Global AM and Group Senior Management on an ongoing basis. 
Implementation of DRCM demanded substantially more resource commitment at all levels than was initially 
expected. These burdens played a role in reducing the ability of the control and logistics functions to 
investigate and respond to the exposures in the IB. 
Gaps in risk management expertise / experience at the IB Senior Business Management level: The 
successors of the departing top managers in IB appointed in July 2005 had strong sales and client 
attributes, but it appears that neither had strong risk management backgrounds. A senior risk manager in 
Fixed Income was not hired, even though this had been planned in 2006. 
Lack of recognition for required growth in supporting resources: There does not appear to have been 
investment in the type of control resources and infrastructure commensurate with the significant increases in 
volumes, revenues, and complexity of the Fixed Income strategic objectives. The systems infrastructure was 
not capable of capturing the complexities associated with some of the more complex Fixed Income products. 
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